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MOMENTS LATER as with MOMENTS
is dedicated to

SUSAN
The Great Love of My Life

My Date for Life
My Best Friend

My Soul Mate in Our Sorrow
My Forever Woman of the Year
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 The cover photo was taken on our vacation to Utah 
in 2017 when we crossed the Utah/Arizona border to visit 
Monument Valley, on the Navaho lands - the location for 
several great John Wayne Westerns. We drove the loop road 
and came upon an overlook where a man with an old horse 
was working. For $5, he would take his horse to the edge so 
you could sit on the horse and have your picture taken. I loved 
my pose so much I gave him $10 for this opportunity to pose 
as a man of the Old West like my Sigma Chi Brother John 
Wayne!
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Memories and Research

This book is my ten-year follow-on addition to 
MOMENTS, my autobiography, written in 2010. Almost all of it 
comes from my memory, which, ten years later, is still relatively 
good. I have checked a few things on the Internet. It is what 
I remember. As I wrote these chapters, I kept reviewing them 
and adding items of interest to me. At some point, I had to 
stop and finish this book.

As with MOMENTS, this book has been written by 
me the way I remember things. You may remember things 
differently.

Of course, any mistakes are mine alone. I take full 
responsibility for them. All opinions expressed in this book are 
mine alone.

I hope you enjoy reading MOMENTS LATER. For ten 
years, I have been looking forward to writing the sequel. I have 
enjoyed sharing the stories in my life. In MOMENTS LATER, 
as in MOMENTS, I remember much more than I have written 
with countless details and minor events quickly coming to 
mind as I look back on times in my life.

Sincerely,

Bob
Robert O. Wefald
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Errors and Omissions

The text of MOMENTS LATER has been edited by my 
daughter Kate Freeborn. Lois Scharnhorst, who worked with 
me for ten years as a court reporter, proofread MOMENTS 
LATER as she did with MOMENTS ten years ago. All mistakes 
were corrected. Nevertheless, the final proofreading and 
editing were up to me; thus, errors in spelling, grammar, or 
punctuation are my responsibility. What I wrote in MOMENTS 
is still valid. As hard as I try to get documents perfect, invariably, 
when I pick up a paper again after months or years, the first 
thing I see is a mistake I missed when I approved it in final 
form. Only so much your brain can process when it has gone 
over and over the same material. It may very well happen with 
this book.
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Download a Copy of MOMENTS 2nd Edition
And MOMENTS LATER

If you did not get your hard copy of MOMENTS, you 
could purchase the 2nd edition of MOMENTS in a .pdf format. 
It has a few changes, deletions, and additions. I deleted the 
unnecessary appendix. I added one photo I was unable to find 
at the time of its printing in 2010. This photo shows the joy of 
victory the day after the election in 1980. My friend Bud Wigen 
is on my right, he just having been returned as Insurance 
Commissioner having lost for re-election in 1976. On my left 
is my dear friend and Republican colleague, Tom Smith. Tom 
was a great help in getting me elected as attorney general. 
Tom had excellent political skills and experience; indeed, “He 
knew where all the bodies were buried.”

MOMENTS 2nd Edition can be purchased for $5 from 
the North Dakota State Bar Foundation. Go to www.sband.org 
and follow the links to MOMENTS 2nd Edition.

If someone did not get a hard copy of MOMENTS 
LATER, they could buy a .pdf copy from the North Dakota 
State Bar. It can be purchased for $5 from the North Dakota 
State Bar Foundation. Go to www.sband.org and follow the 
links to MOMENTS LATER.
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Preface
For this Preface to MOMENTS LATER, I repeat what I 

wrote in the Preface to MOMENTS as it is still valid. 

  Some moments go by quickly, and others last 
a lifetime. Some moments have no impact, while 
others shape your life. Some moments, good or bad, 
are burned into your memory. This is the history of 
moments in my life, all of which I have loved, good or 
bad, happy or unhappy.
  Biography is necessarily a truthful accounting of 
one’s life. An autobiography gives the person control 
over what is said, but it still has to be truthful and 
accurate to be of any value, either to the person or 
the person’s family, friends, and descendants. Thus, 
this is a truthful accounting of those moments in my life 
of which I care to share. Necessarily, some things are 
better left unwritten. This gives me the chance to be the 
editor of those moments of my life.

 I had always been planning on writing in 2020 this 
sequel to MOMENTS. It was difficult for me to get started. I 
knew my first chapter had to be about the death of my son Tom. 
Whenever it crosses my mind, most often daily, I can quickly 
count up the years, months, and days since he was killed in 
an accident on August 31, 2013. It remains a profoundly sad 
moment in my life, and Susan and our daughters Sarah and 
Kate. I finally just sat down at my computer, and through my 
tears, I wrote “The Death Of Tom.” Once I wrote it, the other 
chapters just flowed out of my memory.

 I hope you enjoy reading this sequel, which includes 
other stories of more moments in my life over the past ten 
years and some previous moments along my life’s path.
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FEWER YEARS EQUALS FEWER PAGES

When I wrote MOMENTS, I covered the first sixty-eight 
years of my life. MOMENTS LATER only covers the most 
recent ten years. Although it has been a busy and full ten 
years, this volume of recently written memories covers less 
than one hundred pages. MOMENTS cover more than two 
hundred pages. Nevertheless, I hope you enjoy reading about 
these past ten years as much as I have enjoyed writing about 
them.
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THE DEATH OF TOM

Saturday, August 31st, 2013, early afternoon. I’m in my 
basement office, while Susan and Kate are in the backyard. 
Two-year-old Andrew is upstairs taking a nap. The phone 
rings, I answer, and a woman’s voice is talking to me. This is 
the exact conversation which is forever burned into my mind:

 “Hello. 
 I am trying to find the family of Thomas O. Wefald.
 I’m his Dad. What do you need?
Can you confirm his date of birth?
 October 5th, 1977 
 This is the Fresno County Coroner’s office. We have 
his body.” 
I don’t exactly remember the rest of our brief 

conversation, but I’m sure I said, ”Do you mean he’s dead? 
What happened?” She said there was an accident and 
suggested I contact the California Highway Patrol. She must 
have given me a number. I called the number and got some 
information about a car accident in Kings Canyon National 
Park. I don’t know if I called the number before going out to 
the backyard to tell Susan. I’ve always felt I was in reasonable 
control at the time, but looking back, I realize it was often a 
blur.

When I got out in the backyard, I must have had 
a terrible look on my face. When I hugged Susan, Kate 
sensed something terrible had happened as she said, “What 
happened?” I said, “Tom is dead!” We were all in shock! I gave 
as much information as I had, and then I went in to call Sarah. 
I can’t remember if she answered or whether I left a message 
for her. When I talked with her, I told her Tom had been killed 
early that morning. Kate called Rob in New York. He was at 
their apartment, with six-year-old Grace, who was starting the 
school year. 

The tragic story started coming together. The Highway 
Patrol gave me more information. I was referred to Ranger 
Ned Kelleher at Kings Canyon National Park. I spoke with 
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Ranger Kelleher, who described what he saw as he had been 
one of the first Rangers on the scene. I will be forever grateful 
to him for the understanding and patient way he worked with 
us throughout.

Susan called the coroner’s office to ask how they could 
be sure it was Tom. They told her they had his wallet, and they 
identified him by holding his driver’s license photo next to his 
face. We knew there had to be an autopsy, and we agreed 
his body would then be sent to a funeral home for cremation. 
We called our friend Tom Weigel and asked him if his Weigel 
Funeral Home would handle the arrangements. I know he 
worked closely with the funeral home in Fresno to get Tom’s 
remains sent back to Bismarck.

Susan called her sisters, and I called my brothers, 
briefly giving them the tragic news. Susan got a hold of our 
Associate Pastor Paul Schick, who very soon came over. We 
also called friends. I do not recall any particular sequence 
of immediate events, but it was clear the word was quickly 
getting out. People started stopping by to comfort us. They 
were all so wonderfully caring and compassionate to us.

One of our early visitors was Joan Severin, who brought 
over a card with this beautiful message: “TOM LIVED WITH 
THE EDGY SENSE OF ADVENTURE THAT EVERY KID 
ADMIRES AND EVERY ADULT DREADS!” It was perfect. We 
used her quote on the back cover of the funeral bulletin. On 
the cover, we used a photo taken by Scott Wieissinger of Tom 
jumping into the Pacific Ocean from a massive rock during the 
Benschop Family Reunion in Oahu, Hawaii. We all enjoyed 
being together as a family only two weeks before his death.

We worked with Pastor Schick and Tom Weigel to 
schedule and plan Tom’s funeral at Trinity Lutheran Church on 
Friday, September 6th. There was some concern his remains 
would not make it to the church in time for the service. I 
learned through that experience that only the Post Office can 
transport cremated remains. The Post Office came through 
for us. They arrived that Friday morning before the service.

Susan, with Pastor Schick and Tom Weigel, planned 
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the funeral and the lunch after the service. She also picked 
out the hymns. Although I know she was hurting as much as 
me, she was a “Rock” for us. Pastor Steve Sathre, our long-
time pastor who knew Tom rather well, would be back in time 
to conduct the funeral service.

I also contacted the State Veterans Cemetery to 
arrange for the commital of Tom’s remains after the funeral 
service. Tom was a veteran. I provided his DD-214, and the 
arrangements were made. Susan, Sarah, Kate, and I agreed 
on the wording for his marker and the standard military 
identifying words. In the several lines of text for his marker, 
we could use three lines with fifteen characters and spaces 
per line. Here is what we wrote:

EAGLE SCOUT
PRO CADDIE

A TERRIFIC SON

I soon started working on his obituary, to which Sarah 
and Kate contributed and helped edit. Here is what we wrote 
in part:

  “Tom was born in Williston, North Dakota, on 
October 5th, 1977, and he was placed in the family of 
Susan, Bob, Sarah, and Kate Wefald several weeks 
later through the excellent work of Lutheran Social 
Services. We have always given thanks to God for 
this beautiful blessing and his biological parents, who 
brought him to life. Whoever you are and wherever 
you are, please know that Tom was a good boy and 
a wonderful kind and loving man. He was baptized 
and confirmed at Trinity Lutheran Church, which was 
always his church home, and his final services will be 
held there.” 
Kate and Andrew went back to New York to get 

organized for the funeral. Sarah and Jim drove up from Iowa, 
and they were of great help to us. Kate, Rob, Grace, and 
Andrew were soon in Bismarck. Wefald and Benschop family 
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members started arriving. We were grateful so many of them 
could be here with us!

At the time of Tom’s funeral, I thought I was entirely in 
control as I remember greeting so many people who attended 
Tom’s funeral. Looking back, it is mostly a blur to me. I know I 
was particularly impressed that a soldier in full dress uniform 
and his wife from Tom’s Army Reserve unit attended both 
the funeral and the graveside committal. He was mobilized 
to Hungary, Bosnia, and Croatia with Tom for nine months in 
1997 and 1998. I do remember the main floor of the church 
was filled with many friends and family. Since Tom’s remains 
were in an urn, there was no need for pallbearers. Thus, the 
honor fell to me to carry them into the church and place them 
at the front of the church where I had held him in my arms 
when he was baptized. 

Again, Susan was rock solid as she directed people 
down into Fellowship Hall for lunch and got them all seated at 
tables without having everyone first going through a receiving 
line. It was very efficient as people could go up when they 
wanted to take part in the lunch. It also worked very well for 
Susan and me to circulate among the tables to greet and 
thank people. 

After lunch, all the family and a few friends drove out to 
the State Veterans Cemetery, where a short committal service 
was held in the chapel with full military honors. The North 
Dakota National Guard, of which Tom was first a member, 
conducted a polished service of folding and re-folding our 
nation’s flag, under which Tom served overseas. It was 
presented to Susan with full military honor and bearing. Our 
VFW comrades of Tom and me rendered honors immediately 
outside the chapel by firing a rifle volley three times, after 
which the bugler played Taps. It was very moving. The Honor 
Guard Commander gathered the shell casing and gave them 
to us. I carried the urn with Tom’s remains to the burial plot, 
which had been prepared, and after Pastor Sathre gave a 
final blessing, I lowered them into the burial place.

Plenty of food had been given to us, so that evening 
we had dinner at home. Sarah, Kate, Jim, Rob, my niece Erin 
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Allard and the Wefald and Benschop family members lingered 
at the picnic table in our back yard. I was exhausted and went 
to bed. Over the days since Tom’s death, sleep had gradually 
been coming back to me.

So many people signed the funeral service book and 
left cards and memorials. I know I was very impressed by the 
hundreds of cards, and there were less than fifty duplicates. 
Funeral cards must be a huge industry. All of the approximately 
280 memorial gifts were collected and sent out as directed. 
Those without specific direction were given as we decided, to 
our church and the Boy Scouts.

After everyone had returned to their homes, Susan and 
I thanked God for giving us Tom and bringing his joy into our 
lives. With Sarah and Kate, he made our lives complete! 

In early October, we went to Monterey, where Kate, 
Sarah, and Jim joined us. We rented a vehicle for all of us. 
Thankfully, Jim drove it all the time. We cleaned out Tom’s 
storage shed, sold his bike, and his beat-up car. We gave 
his TV to his friend Mike Sussman, and we shared his golf 
clubs with a Junior Golf program. We gave away what we 
could and discarded other things. Susan found several items 
to keep including six beautiful blue glasses, an unfinished 
wooden bird carving Tom had been making for her, and the 
greatest treasure of all, several notebooks filled with Tom’s 
drawings and writings. We loved finding his notebooks. When 
we returned home, Susan took her time to go through them 
all thoroughly. She even prepared a small Shutterfly book with 
several of his drawings and writings.

Later that day, we held a reception for Tom’s friends at 
the Spanish Bay Club House Patio, where we watched the 
bagpiper play at the appointed time. As it was a little chilly, 
and they brought us blankets. We could continue enjoying 
visiting with his friends. The next day we drove to Fresno 
and stayed at a hotel. It was an unusual time. A government 
shutdown went into effect on October 1st, thus all the national 
parks were closed. The next morning, Saturday, October 5th, 
Tom’s 36th birthday, we drove into Kings Canyon National 
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Park. At the Visitor Center, Ranger Ned Kelleher met us as 
he had arranged. He invited us in, and we had the park all 
to ourselves. He was very kind and patient with us as he 
revealed over three stops, how Tom had been killed. We left 
the Visitor Center, and Jim drove us for about an hour over the 
long winding road to the campground where Tom had arrived 
late on August 30th. He had ridden up from the Monterey area 
with a girl who was going to see her boyfriend. When they 
arrived, they set up their tents and met her boyfriend and two 
of his friends. Those friends had been drinking beer and liquor 
and using drugs. Ranger Kelleher explained to us what the 
Park Service investigation had found up to that point.

Just after midnight, the five of them got into the one 
guy’s pickup, whose friend sat in the passenger seat, with 
Tom, the girl, and her boyfriend riding in the pickup bed. They 
drove to Muir Pond at the end of the road about six miles from 
the campground. They soon left to return to the campground. 
Everything then went wrong.

Tom was sitting in the pickup right behind the driver, 
while the girl and her boyfriend were lying in the bed of the 
pickup looking at the stars. Alcohol, drugs, and way too much 
speed took over. A mile down the road, the driver had gotten 
up to a breakneck speed. Too fast for his condition, and the 
road. At a gentle curve to the left, it appears he started drifting 
off to the right going off the roadway. It looks like he tried to 
overcorrect, and the pickup slammed into a solid tree. Tom 
was thrown headfirst into the tree. His instantly dead body 
was thrown back into the bed of the pickup. The vehicle kept 
going over two large rocks. It went airborne, dumping the girl 
and her boyfriend into a small clearing and catapulting Tom’s 
body into a bush. The vehicle landed right side up, pointing 
in the opposite direction. It took several hours for emergency 
personnel to arrive, finding the girl and her boyfriend 
unconscious, and subsequently, finding Tom’s body.

Ranger Kelleher told us precisely what the investigation 
found as to the accident. The only thing you need to know is 
that Tom was killed instantly. 
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The driver was charged in Federal Court as the crime 
was committed in a national park. He was charged with a 
second DUI offense and Involuntary Manslaughter. A Plea 
Agreement called for 52 months in prison. The plea was 
accepted, and the sentence was imposed in the US Court in 
Fresno on October 14th, 2014. I flew out for the sentencing. 
The judge gave me a chance to speak. I turned and looked 
at the defendant. From the court transcript, this is what I said:

  “I forgive you. I don’t hate you. I am definitely 
upset with what you did, and I hope you can learn from 
this. 
  I hope that if you really feel sorry about this, you 
can find the compassion to forgive yourself for this, 
because I forgive you. I can’t live the rest of my life 
embittered.”
The Assistant US Attorney gave me a ride to the 

airport. As he stopped to let me out, he told me he had never 
seen anything like how I forgave the man in court. He said 
he wanted to say a brief prayer for me, which I appreciated. 
Now it was over, and I was glad to go home and live with 
my beautiful memories of Tom. We miss his phone calls as 
he tried to call his Mom once a week. He always liked every 
present he received for his birthday or Christmas. He always 
enjoyed coming home when he could getaway. And we found 
out he loved camping in Kings Canyon National Park after he 
had discovered it in 2013.

We continue to miss Tom, and we go to visit his grave 
ever so often. Whenever I think about him, I can swiftly 
calculate the number of years, months, and days since he 
was killed. It’s pretty straightforward: four months in 2013, 
plus every year after 2013, plus the months in the current 
year, plus the days in the current month. One bad habit I have 
seems to crop up. Often, when I’m with my grandson Andrew, 
and I want his attention, I will call him Tom. I apologize right 
away, but he says, “It’s O.K., Grandpa.”

At one of the meetings in 1985 of the Bismarck and 
Mandan Chambers of Commerce Military Affairs Committee, I 
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suggested taking on two projects.  One was to name a second 
warship after our state. The other was a state veterans 
cemetery south of Mandan by Fort Lincoln (which project my 
friend Murray Sagsveen as the National Guard JAG Officer 
got done in only a few years). I never once thought my son 
would be buried there before me. It’s the natural order of life 
that a child should not die before a parent, but sadly that 
happens more than we can imagine. When  Susan and I die, 
our cremated remains will be buried in the State Veterans 
Cemetery, and Tom’s remains will be reburied next to us. We 
will be together forever! 
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MY LIFE IN RETIREMENT

Into Chorus Music Right Away

Retiring at the end of 2010 was an easy decision. All I 
had to do was announce I was not running for another six-year 
term as a North Dakota State District Court Judge. Whether 
I liked it or not, at the end of 2010, they kicked me out of my 
office as they needed room for the new judge. I moved out of 
my office to a temporary office so another judge could take 
it. I worked right up to the end handling the Master Calendar. 
It was a great job, and I loved it as it was the best job I have 
ever had, with two exceptions. Being a counselor at the Fargo 
Y Camp in 1956, and being a junior officer on my ship USS 
LYNDE McCORMICK (DDG-8).  It was a great adventure of 
my young life! I went to war as the gunnery officer off the coast 
of Vietnam in 1966 while driving the ship during two four-hour 
watches every day when we were at sea! 

Susan gave me a lovely retirement party in the Trinity 
Lutheran Community Center, and I smoothly transitioned 
into retirement. I quickly got involved, and I have not slowed 
down. My great friend Bill Butcher, my Sigma Chi Brother, 
and a fellow Navy officer and destroyer sailor, invited me at 
the beginning of January 2011 to join the Bismarck Mandan 
Men’s Elks Chorus. I was welcomed at my first rehearsal and 
asked what part I sang. The director Gloria Knoll asked me 
to try a few high notes. I hit them and promptly became a 1st 
tenor. It was quite striking because I sang baritone at Minot 
High in the Symphonic Choir. I guess I thought it was more 
macho than tenor. At Trinity Lutheran Church, I joined the 
choir because I did not want to be an usher. The choir there 
was either tenor or bass. I could not hit the deep notes, so I 
sang tenor. So now I am a 1st tenor, and I enjoy it. Our USS 
North Dakota Committee invited the Elks Chorus to sing at the 
Chairman’s Dinner and a few other events during the USSND 
commissioning weekend. 
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In 2019 our community chorus, chamber orchestra, 
and soloists performed at Trinity Lutheran Church for the 80th 
consecutive annual performance. I have sung in the tenor 
section for the last 25 straight performances. I am a member 
of our MESSIAH Committee with the job of raising money. 
Our community MESSIAH performance every year is always 
extraordinary as MESSIAH is a stunning work of great music, 
and it gets you in the right spirit for Christmas. 

Being An Oil Man

My Dad was always a hard worker. In the 1950s, he 
bought two lots in northeast Minot. As Trinity Hospital being 
remodeled, the contractor had two prefabricated houses on-
site as construction offices. With the work completed, my Dad 
bought both houses, moved them on to his lots, and remodeled 
and fixed them up for sale. The consideration for one of the 
houses was 160 acres of land in Mountrail County with 100% 
of the minerals. Oil people knew there was oil under these 
acres. To strike oil, you have to be lucky enough to “hit the top 
of the reef” where oil accumulates. No one was drilling as the 
oil-bearing formation was horizontal shale. Every so often, a 
company would lease his minerals for a few years, but they 
never actually drilled a well. Sometime in the 1970s, my Dad 
sold the 160 surface acres, and, as was typical at the time, 
he reserved 50% or 80 mineral acres. When he died in 1988 
(my Mom had died in 1972), my two brothers, my sister, and I 
inherited twenty mineral acres each. They remained unleased 
for years. I made sure I recorded the correct documents under 
the Severed Minerals Act, so we did not lose the minerals due 
to inaction.

Just before I retired, HESS Oil Company leased our 
mineral acres and paid us a bonus. Our mineral acres were 
part of a two-section 1,280 acre spacing unit. As I had hoped, 
HESS in 2011 drilled three lateral wells 12,000 feet below the 
surface and then turning 90 degrees going south for two miles. 
Two wells were drilled in the Bakken formations and one in 
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the Three Forks formation. They have been producing oil ever 
since, although in a declining amount, as is typical for oil wells 
over time. What a terrific legacy from my Mom and Dad!

Although the four of us only owned 80 acres out of the 
1,280 acres in the spacing unit, HESS named the wells the 
WEFALD WELLS. Perhaps because when I was Attorney 
General, I was a member of the Industrial Commission 
in charge of oil and gas. I always treated HESS fairly and 
respected their work. When we inspected one of their gas 
plants, I said it was so clean you could eat off the floor. On 
the contrary, Susan thinks the name was due to her work on 
the Public Service Commission as they were in charge of 
siting the HESS pipelines. It was fun for me when as ESGR 
(Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve) State Chair, I 
would start my talks to the Williston and Dickinson Chapters 
of the American Petroleum Institute by saying, “My fellow oil 
men…”

Initiated Measures – Lost One, Won One

I was recruited to lead the opposition to two initiated 
measures. For the 2016 general election, I was recruited by 
Tom Dickson, Bob Harms, and others, to serve as the Chair 
of No On 3. My job was to lead the opposition to a horrible 
and unnecessary initiated measure.  A California billionaire 
sponsored and 100% paid for an initiated measure to 
enumerate in our Constitution the rights of victims, including 
his sister Marcy’s name. Her ex-boyfriend killed her in 
California. All of the rights were already in state statutory 
laws. What the initiated measure essentially did was to add 
Marsy’s law to our Constitution. He handsomely paid a North 
Dakota advertising agency to run a campaign to amend our 
state constitution. Although many people opposed Marsy’s 
Law, our committee raised less than $20,000 (Susan and I 
contributed $1,000 of that amount; whenever I am given a 
leadership role in a campaign, I make a financial contribution). 
The billionaire spent several million dollars to pay for an 
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impressive campaign. Large full-color postcards inundated all 
the mailboxes; they were very well done. We lost.

In 2018 Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem recruited 
me as Chair of North Dakotans Against the Legalization of 
Recreational Marijuana. Our committee members included the 
North Dakota Retail Association, business advocacy groups 
and chambers of commerce. A group led by David Owen 
of Grand Forks sponsored another horrible and overbroad 
initiated measure. It would have amended our Constitution to 
allow unregulated marijuana throughout our state. Fortunately, 
this time no out of state billionaire was involved. We did not 
raise a lot of money, but we raised more than the measure’s 
sponsors. What worked best for us was to encourage people 
to read the initiated measure to see for themselves what it 
would do to our state. The committee hired Norm Robinson, 
an excellent choice to handle our limited advertising in 
opposition. We stated it would have made North Dakota the 
“Wild West of Recreational Marijuana!” Law enforcement 
officers breathed a sigh of relief when it was defeated. In 2019 
the North Dakota Peace Officers Association honored me the 
Lone Eagle Award.

We Have Travelled Overseas Rather Extensively

Although Susan and I were part of a wonderful trip 
to Japan in 1984 with the National Association of Attorneys 
General, our first trip together by ourselves overseas was 
in 1997. Susan wanted me to travel with her overseas. To 
pique my interest and excitement, she planned our first trip 
to England and France to see military sites. In London, we 
visited the Imperial War Museum and the Greenwich National 
Maritime Museum. In Portsmouth, we toured the HMS 
VICTORY. To get a feel for the D-Day channel crossing, we 
took a ferry from Portsmouth to Cherbourg. There we rented a 
car to tour Normandy air and sea landing sites. We visited the 
St. Mihiel American Cemetery and several other World War 
One cemeteries and monuments. I was hooked! We plan to 
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travel overseas every other year and while traveling to places 
in America in the years in between. We are still traveling and 
will continue to do so until the Good Lord tells us to stop. 

Susan says she enjoys each of our trips three times; 
planing the trip, taking the trip, and remembering it. Photos 
enhance our memories of every trip. Susan is a meticulous 
planner. She studies where we are going, what we will want 
to see, where we will stay, and where we should eat. She 
always lines up in advance good hotels for us. We try to stay 
at each hotel for at least two to three days as it is enjoyable 
not to have to change from one hotel to another constantly. 
Aside from a 1984 trip to Japan, a 2019 ABMC trip to France, 
and my 1981 Attorney General trip to Israel, we never travel 
with tour groups, nor have we ever taken a cruise. We’ll save 
any cruises for when we get old. Besides, I have taken a great 
cruise – it was for twenty-nine months on a gray ship armed 
with guns, missiles, and torpedoes, crewed by incredibly 
talented Navy fleet sailors.

My international trips, including Canadian and Mexican 
trips, and Navy deployments and training include: Argentina - 
2012; Belgium -2001, 2011; Belize – 2020; Canada – 1969, 
1990, 2019; Czech Republic - 2010; England – 1997; France 
– 1997, 2001, 2006, 2011, 2019; Germany – 1998; Hong Kong 
– 1966; India -2013; Israel – 1981; Italy - 2009; Japan - 1966, 
1973, 1984, 2014; Norway- 1997, 2018; Luxembourg – 2001; 
Mexico - 2007, 2015; Netherlands - 2001, Panama - 2020; 
Portugal – 1985; Philippines – 1966, 2019; Russia - 2005, 
2007; South Korea – 2003; Spain – 2018; Switzerland – 1998; 
Taiwan – 1973, 1988; Tanzania – 2016.

God willing, there will be more overseas trips. 

Wefald Brothers Trips

When our sister Ann died on March 2, 2011, at age 
70 from early-onset Alzheimer’s Disease, we three Wefald 
Brothers and our wives felt a renewed need to be with one 
another. We decided to start our annual Wefald Brothers Trips. 
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We generally travel in the spring. Through 2020, we have had 
ten trips together. They have all been marvelous opportunities 
to be together with fun things to see and do. We all enjoy great 
food and good hotels. These trips include 2011 - Chicago, 
2012 - Sanibel Island in Florida, 2013 – St Johns in the Virgin 
Islands, 2014 – Bermuda, 2015 – Groton, Connecticut- San 
Diego, 2016 – St Maarten, 2017 – Key West, 2018 – Norway, 
2019 – Pensacola, 2020 – Panama. We all have enjoyed long 
and successful marriages. In 2020 in Panama, we calculated 
that 2020 was the year of our 170th anniversary. Knut & Joan 
were married in 1958 (62 years). Jon & Ruth Ann were married 
in 1963 (57 years). Susan and I were married in 1969 (51 
years). Altogether we have been married a total of 170 years!

Wefald Family Reunions

My Dad’s sister, my Aunt Nana Wilson, had no children. 
She was devoted to keeping track of the entire Wefald Family. 
All ten of the children born to my paternal grandparents Knud 
and Sarah Wefald lived to be adults. They all married (a few 
several times), and all except for my Aunt Nana had children, 
producing 30 grandchildren for Knud and Sarah. One of those 
grandchildren is me.

My Aunt Nana prepared a detailed typed genealogy 
of the entire extended Wefald Family. It was a marvelous, 
loving, and dedicated work of genealogy! After she died 
in 1992, all of her work came into my care. I purchased a 
genealogy program for my personal computer, and I carefully 
keyed in all of the data starting with Knud Wefald as Record 
1 and Sarah Skree Wefald as Record 4. I put his father, 
Knut Knutson Wefald in as Record 2 and his mother Karen 
Pederson Wefald as Record 3. The genealogy now has over 
600 Records. Family members have been good at keeping 
in touch with me, especially concerning deaths. I have the 
Wefald Family database of email addresses. When a death 
occurs, I will notify everyone on the Wefald Family email list. 
Every once in a while, I reach out to family members whose 
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email address I have. I send them the part of the genealogy 
relating to their family, and I ask them for any corrections, 
additions, or updates.

The first Wefald Family reunion I remember attending 
was in 1982 in Decorah, Iowa, the home of Vesterheim, the 
Norwegian American Museum. I don’t know who organized 
that reunion. What surprised me the most was that my Dad 
showed up. During the previous winter, he had been a resident 
of the Missouri Slope Lutheran Care Center in Bismarck, 
receiving assistance with his Parkinson’s condition. He and 
I agreed that in the summer of 1982, he would go back to 
Dilworth, Minnesota - where he lived and ran Wefald’s Antiques 
& Collectibles. We had discussed the reunion, which he was 
in no condition to attend. Amazed, might be a better word to 
described my reaction when he showed up at the reunion. He 
had taken the bus. Strangers had helped him get on and off 
several buses, and they would buy him food.

At a reception, he was standing next to his brother. 
My Uncle Harald had dementia, but was in otherwise decent 
physical shape. My Dad commented, “If we had his body and 
my mind, we would really have something.” It was a good and 
well-attended reunion. I do not know how we did it, but my 
Dad, Susan and I and our three kids all squeezed into our car 
and made it back to Dilworth to drop him off at his home for 
the summer.  

Eleven years later, the next Wefald Family Reunion 
was in 1993 in Minneapolis. My sister Ann Wefald, and Bonnie 
Hammel, the wife of my cousin Bill Hammel, organized this 
reunion. Of the 30 Wefald cousins in my generation, quite a 
few showed up with their spouses and children. One of the 
events they planned was an excellent “pig roast” dinner. We 
waited another eleven years before I decided we needed 
another Wefald Family Reunion. I organized this one in 2004 
in Decorah, Iowa, at the Vesterheim Museum. It worked very 
well to use the facilities of Luther College based. I determined 
11 years was too long to wait between reunions. I organized 
the next three reunions using the facilities of Concordia 
College in Moorhead, Minnesota.
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Although quite a few of his siblings graduated from 
Concordia College, my Dad hated it. My Grandfather Knud 
Wefald served two terms in Congress, having been elected 
in 1922 and 1924 to the U.S. House of Representatives. My 
Dad’s parents and younger sisters moved to Washington, DC. 
Instead of letting him stay in Hawley for his senior year in high 
school, they sent him to the Concordia Academy. After his 1st 
year of college, he dropped out and never got a degree.

Notwithstanding my Dad’s distaste for Concordia 
College, holding our 2009, 2014 and 2019 Wefald Family 
Reunions at Concordia College was perfect for me as my 
home in Bismarck was less than 200 miles away. It was only 
20 miles from the Wefald Family hometown of Hawley and 
the Hawley cemetery with quite a few Wefald graves. The 
Historical and Cultural Society of Clay County museum in 
Moorhead has an incredible Viking ship, Stave Church, and 
information about the Wefalds. Another plus is the Concordia 
College catering department, which made Norwegian themed 
meals for us at all three reunions.

Our reunions always have a good turnout ranging 
from 50 - 100 Wefald Family members. My daughter Sarah’s 
husband Jim Miller said, “You don’t have reunions. You have 
conventions!” It’s been exceptional to have so many of the 
Wefald Family members attend every reunion. We always 
have some family new to our reunions. Roxane Svoboda, the 
daughter of Knut Wefald, the firstborn of the 30 Wefald cousins, 
handled every reunion’s registrations. Susan planned many 
activities. Having organized four reunions, I announced at our 
2019 reunion I was stepping down. I am honored, pleased, 
and lucky to be part of such a large extended family!

Enjoying Reading and Writing Book Reviews

When I was a Judge, The Bismarck Tribune published 
a list of books that authors or their publishers had sent to the 
paper, hoping they would be reviewed and published. One of 
them interested me, so I emailed the editor and said I would 
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be happy to review it. It was fun to read a book and then 
figure out what to say about it in 1,000 words or less. At this 
point, 174 book reviews I have written have been published 
in The Bismarck Tribune. My book review hobby has ended 
as the editor of The Bismarck Tribune notified me they intend 
to run “book review content that is provided to us by the Lee 
Enterprises National Desk. We think that is a good way to 
provide readers with information about current book releases 
and books of general interest.”

I read every book the way I taught myself in the fall 
of 1960 when I was finding out at Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute that I would never become a nuclear physicist. The 
material was new to me, so to understand what the book was 
all about, I read everything else before I read a word of the 
text. I read the name of the publisher and the publication date, 
and the short biography about the author,  I look through the 
appendix, index, Table of Contents, I read any preface or 
foreword, the acknowledgments, and any comments on the 
book jacket. It usually takes several days to read a book. It 
usually took me about three hours to write a review. To help 
myself, I put stickers on pages where there is a quote or 
something I wanted to note in my review.

I am amazed by the number of people who have read 
my reviews and who, when I see them, will take the time to 
tell me how much they enjoy reading my book reviews. Some 
readers even write me letters or call me or send me books 
to review. It’s fun for me, and I am happy people enjoy them. 
Alas, all things change. I had fun writing them while it lasted.

Staying in touch with Shipmates

In MOMENTS I wrote of how very much I loved being 
in the Navy and serving as a junior officer on my ship USS 
LYNDE McCORMICK (DDG-8). I have loved staying in touch 
with my DDG-8 shipmates and my shipmates from the Navy 
Reserve. I still email or call guys from our Wardroom, and I try 
to see them whenever I am near where they live or when we 
can have a mini-reunion, or an All Hands Reunion.
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As I wrote in MOMENTS, my first Executive Officer 
was Lieutenant Commander C.E. “Hi” Gurney. I liked him, 
and he, in turn, treated me kindly as a new young ensign on 
a “mighty ship of the line.” Even though I only served with 
him for about six months, he was my Navy “Hero!” I stayed in 
touch with him throughout the rest of his career and the rest of 
his life. I always call him “XO,” even though he would patiently 
remind me that he was a Captain or later, an Admiral. I told 
him that to me, he would always be “my XO.” I saw him and 
his wife Ann quite a few times, and I attended his funeral with 
full military honors at Arlington National Cemetery. A year or 
so later, Ann sent me a small 3”x3” framed photo of my XO 
and me (him in relaxed civilian clothes and me in my khakis 
as a Lieutenant Commander). I was very touched to learn he 
had kept this photo of the two of us. He was a wonderful man 
and an outstanding Naval Officer!

I have been to a majority of our USS Lynde McCormick 
All Hands Reunions. Somewhere along the line, I became the 
president/chairman of our USS LYNDE McCORMICK (DDG-
8) ALL HANDS ASSOCIATION, a North Dakota Nonprofit 
Corporation. It fell to me to organize a few of our reunions, 
usually held every three years. Our most successful reunions 
are the ones held in San Diego. Most of our shipmates live in 
the Southern California area. What for me will be my FINAL 
reunion as president of our association will be in June 2021 to 
observe the 60th anniversary of our ship’s commissioning. It 
will be time for someone else to take over.

Included in the photos at the end of this book is a 
drawing of my ship USS LYNDE McCORMICK (DDG-8). It 
is annotated with my Navy service dates and with the crests 
ofteh commands under which I served. I LOVED serving in the 
United States Navy! It was the great adventure of my young 
adult life. I am so lucky to have served on a great ship in the 
World’s Greatest Navy, and with great shipmates!

Many wonderful aspects of my retirement are discussed 
in other chapters of MOMENTS LATER.
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MY SHIP FINALLY COMES IN!!

In MOMENTS, I wrote, “USS NORTH DAKOTA (SSN-
784) would give me a project to work on in retirement.”  It did, 
and what a fantastic project it turned out to be!

 In 2008, after 23 years of letter writing, “my ship finally 
came in” when Secretary of the Navy Donald L. Winter named 
a VIRGINIA Class submarine for the Great State of North 
Dakota. People still give me credit for this achievement, but 
the credit should go to our Congressional Delegation (Senator 
Conrad, Senator Dorgan, and Representative Pomeroy), 
Governor Hoeven, Kelvin Hullet, and the Bismarck/Mandan 
Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber of Commerce ran a 
statewide campaign to promote a new ship named for our 
state. They “closed the deal.”  I got the honor of serving as 
Chairman of our USS North Dakota Committee!

USS NORTH DAKOTA (SSN-784) is in the 11th 
VIRGINIA Class of submarines (the first of the Block III 
submarines). Her most notable differences from VIRGINIA 
are her two missile tubes, each holding six cruise missiles (as 
opposed to 12 individual missile tubes in the first ten VIRGINIA 
Class boats). She has a different SONAR configuration 
featuring a broad aperture SONAR array. She also has a more 
extensive “lockout” trunk for SEALs and other underwater 
personnel. The specifications of our boat are impressive. She 
is 377’ long and 34’ in diameter, and she displaces 7,800 tons 
of seawater. Her construction cost was $2.6 billion. 

The VIRGINIA Class submarines are very different 
from all of its predecessor submarines in several respects. 
One significant engineering difference is the nuclear fuel for a 
33-year service life expectancy is loaded during construction. 
All prior submarines, midway through their expected service, 
have had to go into the shipyard for about two years to refuel. 
The other significant difference is that they do not have a 
periscope. Instead, they have a photonics mast equipped with 
an array of sensors, including TV. This brings several major 
improvements. All previous submarines have a periscope. 
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This periscope has to fit within the diameter of the submarine 
running. The control room had to be at the top of the boat 
in its narrowest part. Whenever the periscope was extended, 
only one person at a time could see through it. The VIRGINIA 
Class photonics mast allows the control room to be in the 
broader part of the boat, with many TV screens, so everyone 
in the control room can see what is going on at the same time. 
When the Captain wants to share an image from the TV in the 
photonics mast, it can be shown throughout the boat’s internal 
TV system. It is a great system!

The VIRGINIA Class submarines are constructed 
through the cooperative efforts of General Dynamics (GD) and 
Newport News Shipbuilding (NNS). The boats are built in four 
modules allowing easier access for time-saving construction. 
GD builds the two middle modules, and NNS builds the fore 
and aft modules. The respective modules are shipped by barge 
to each assembly area. GD produces its modules at Quonset 
Point, RI, and assembles all even-numbered submarines at 
the assembly hangar in Groton, CT. NNS builds its modules 
in Newport News, VA, where it assembles all odd-numbered 
submarines. GD built NORTH DAKOTA.

Shortly after naming our boat, Secretary Winter named 
Katie Fowler as NORTH DAKOTA’s sponsor. Katie is the wife 
of Vice Admiral Jeff Fowler, a Bismarck High School Class 
of 1974 alumni. He graduated from the US Naval Academy 
in 1978. His career path was in submarines, ultimately 
commanding USS CHARLOTTE (SSN-766), Submarine 
Squadron 3, and Submarine Group 8. His final distinguished 
tour of duty was as the 60th Superintendent of the United 
States Naval Academy until his retirement in August 2010.

Katie has been an energetic, beautiful, and very 
involved Ship’s Sponsor. She is the President, through 
2021, of the Society of Sponsors of the United States Navy. 
Katie came to Bismarck several times to help our USSND 
Committee promote our boat and raise funds for our boat’s 
commissioning activities. Katie enthusiastically presided over 
every event in the construction, including her Keel Laying 
ceremony, her Christening, and her Commissioning.
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The first member of our boat’s crew was Master Chief 
Electronics Technician (SS/DV) Timothy “Tim” Allan Preabt. 
He was appointed Chief of the Boat (COB) onboard USS 
NORTH DAKOTA (SSN 784) in October 2011, in its intended 
home port of Groton, CT. Tim is a North Dakotan and, to date, 
the only North Dakotan to serve onboard our boat. Our first 
Commanding Officer was Commander (later Captain) Douglas 
“Doug” V. Gordon, US Navy. He assumed command of PCU 
(Pre-Commissioning Unit) ND on December 16th 2011.  His 
outstanding command of our boat ran through construction, 
initial manning, commissioning with a full crew, and a short 
and very successful deployment to the European Command’s 
Area of Operations.

One of the first tasks shared by our USSND Committee 
and the Pre-Commissioning Crew was to design a ship’s crest. 
We sponsored a request to the public for design ideas, and 
we received many designs. We picked the five we thought 
most appropriate. Then, we submitted all of them to the crew. 
I wanted to have the motto in English and include “Strength 
from the Soil,” which is on the North Dakota Coat of Arms. 
The crew wanted, “Reapers of the Deep.” As a result, on one 
side of the crest, you will see “Reapers of the Deep,” and on 
the other side, you will see “Strength from the Soil.” Along 
the top of the crest, you will see the profile of the 1st USS 
NORTH DAKOTA. With the two six-shooter payload tubes, 
it was natural to include two six-shooter pistols. It is a terrific 
crest! 

Doug and Tim did a marvelous job getting NORTH 
DAKOTA, and her crew trained and ready for sea! Our boat 
and its crew went through an INSERV Inspection (Board of 
Inspection and Survey) – an extensive and challenging series 
of tests to ensure she was ready for service in the fleet. 
Whether new construction or coming out of a major shipyard 
overhaul, all submarines go through an INSERV Inspection. 
Vice Admiral Stuart Munsch was the Commanding Officer of 
USS ALBUQUERQUE (SSN 706) in the early 2000s. She held 
the record for the highest score on an INSERV Inspection. 
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Admiral Munsch, as a Native North Dakotan, was pleased it 
was NORTH DAKOTA that surpassed her record. Both Tim 
and Doug have moved on after truly excellent service on our 
boat. NORTH DAKOTA is now fully operational in the active 
fleet. 

My service as Chairman of our USS North Dakota 
Committee continues. Such committees are normally referred 
to as Commissioning Committees. I insisted on being called “a 
Committee” as I wanted to emphasize our state’s continuing 
commitment to stay with, follow, cheer on, and support OUR 
boat throughout her 33-year service life expectancy!  Having 
worked for 23 years to get a second ship named for our state, 
I am fully energized to learn all that I can about what our 
USSND Committee should be doing and when we should be 
doing it. We soon settled into the make-up of our committee: 
Bill Butcher (my Sigma Chi Fraternity Brother, fellow destroyer 
officer, and dear friend) was our Vice Chairman, Kelvin Hullet 
(then President and CEO of the Chamber) serves as Treasurer, 
Dot Frank, succeeded by Annie Bergrud, serves as Secretary 
and I serve as President. We provide the leadership and 
drive for our USSND Committee. The Chamber of Commerce 
supports us.  The money we raise and the bills we pay flow 
through the Bismarck/Mandan Chamber Foundation (which 
had a tax-free status), allowing contributors to deduct gifts as 
charitable for tax purposes. It all works very well and very 
efficiently!

To prepare for our boat’s significant events in the 
commissioning process, at my own expense, I went to The 
NNS to watch the Keel Laying of USS MINNESOTA (SSN-
783) and to attend the reception on May 20th, 2011. After 
doing this, I felt more comfortable about the upcoming three 
significant events in our boat’s life.  GD handled the first two 
events, the Keel Laying and the Christening. The Navy solely 
orchestrated the Commissioning Ceremony. Our USSND 
Committee’s mission was to plan and execute the events 
surrounding the commissioning. I was delighted Susan and 
I could attend all of the events. My brothers and their wives, 
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Knut & Joan Wefald and Jon & Ruth Ann Wefald, and my 
daughters and husbands, Sarah & Jim Miller and Kate & Rob 
Freeborn joined us.

NORTH DAKOTA’S Keel Laying was held at Quonset 
Point, RI, on May 11th, 2012. Our sponsor, Katie Fowler, 
wrote her initials, which were welded on to a metal plate. The 
metal plate, in turn, was welded into the hull of USS NORTH 
DAKOTA. It was an impressive ceremony. One of the two 
middle modules was on display up on blocks in front of us 
as we sat in the vast hangar. GD hosted a lovely reception 
in an elaborate sizeable white tent with windows and catered 
brunch-type snacks with coffee and juice.

On September 15th, 2013, our boat was floated for 
the first time in the water after Katie turned the valve to start 
the flooding of the dry dock. Accompanying Katie was her 
husband, Vice Admiral Jeff Fowler.  

On November 2nd, 2013, as NORTH DAKOTA floated 
in her flooded dry dock in Groton, she was christened by 
Katie. November 2nd is North Dakota Statehood Day (on that 
day in 1889, North Dakota became a state). The ceremony 
was outdoors, and the November weather held. It was a cool, 
crisp fall day with bright sun and a few small clouds. Once 
again, GD hosted an excellent reception. I knew it was up to 
us to do an exemplary job on the events we were planning for 
the commissioning. 

The Navy set NORTH DAKOTA’s Commissioning 
date for May 31st, 2014. Al Morales, the friendly and efficient 
Protocol Officer for the Navy Sub Base, set us up with a large 
banquet room and a block of hotel rooms for guests at the 
Mystic Marriott Hotel. It is the nicest hotel in the Groton area, 
where the commissioning was to be held at the US Naval 
Submarine Base. We were expecting 400 to 500 people to 
attend from North Dakota. Many people, including us, had 
purchased airplane tickets, and the Elks Chorus had made tour 
arrangements. Then, the Navy canceled the commissioning 
with no rescheduled date. I later found out that one of the 
companies providing elbow pipes for our boat had cheated by 
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covering up stress marks on pipes bent to the correct angles. 
GD had to rip out, replace, and inspect all of those pipes. Upon 
completion, the new commissioning date was set in Groton 
on October 25th, 2014. Al Morales came to the rescue and 
procured an equally good banquet room and another block of 
rooms at the Mystic Marriott Hotel. I breathed a sigh of relief. 
Now, all I had to do was make sure everything was planned, 
ordered, and properly arranged.

Our USSND Committee had raised more than $450,000. 
We had enough money to put on excellent events surrounding 
the commissioning. We tried raising money by selling Logo 
T-shirts and Commemorative coins and found it was a mistake. 
To raise big money, we had to ask for significant gifts. T-shirts, 
patches, and coins did not raise a lot of money for us. The 
only value of such items was promotional as people seem to 
enjoy wearing the T-shirts, ball caps, etc.

To help me and the USSND Committee with 
arrangements for the events, The Navy had a contract 
with McKean Defense.  During the initial process, we were 
contacted by retired Navy Captain Paul Stanton, leader of 
the Commissioning Support Team (CST). He worked with us 
throughout the commissioning process. The CST is a unit of 
McKean Defense Group which has a contract with the Navy to 
support, plan and execute the commissioning of every Navy 
ship commissioned USS (United States Ship). Paul flew out to 
Bismarck several times to meet me, consult with me, and let 
me know what could be expected and what we needed to do. A 
primary task was putting together the official guest list to make 
sure anyone who needed to be invited was properly invited. 
One of his administrative assistants was Sherry Boman, who 
did marvelous work with us in getting the entire guest list put 
together with VIPs in the proper places. With Paul’s guidance 
and Sherry’s help with sending the invitations, everything 
miraculously came together.

The first event on our agenda was the Ship’s Sponsor’s 
Luncheon for 20-30 people on Friday, October 24th. Our 
sponsor, Katie Fowler, as the guest of honor. On most newly 
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commissioned ships, this luncheon takes place on board the 
ship. There is not enough room on a submarine, so we held 
it at a banquet room at our hotel. The Chairman’s Dinner was 
that evening for 250 people. Paul Stanton told me I could plan 
anything I wanted for the Chairman’s Dinner. He said it was 
often a reception with heavy hors d’oeuvres. I told him I wanted 
a sit-down dinner, and I made all the plans accordingly.

Of course, there had to be a guest list to control who 
received invitations, making sure those VIPs who needed to 
attend would be there. As it got close to the time the invitations 
were to be mailed, I stressed we could only have 250 guests 
due to the capacity of the banquet room in the hotel. Paul and 
Sherry seemed to think it would not be a problem to have an 
exact number, as past receptions with heavy hors d’oeuvres 
did not require absolute accuracy. I reminded them that we 
were hosting a sit-down dinner. After some back and forth 
discussion, the invitations were accordingly limited to 250 
people.  It was a great event! The food was excellent and well 
served. As I was the USSND Committee Chairman, and it was 
The Chairman’s Dinner, I served as Master of Ceremonies, 
and I kept things moving along. An excellent program was 
placed with all place settings so all present would know 
what was happening and what they were eating. Veterans of 
Foreign Wars Post No. 762 of Fargo presented the colors, 
and my dear friend from my Minot YMCA days, Reverend Bob 
Polk of Philadelphia, gave a heartfelt invocation. The Elks 
Chorus sang the Star-Spangled Banner, followed by the Navy 
Hymn with the NORTH DAKOTA verse, which I wrote. This is 
the NORTH DAKOTA verse: 

Lord be with NORTH DAKOTA’s crew,
As through the depths they pursue.
Their mission always peace to keep,
Reaping threats from the deep.
Protecting those on land who toil,
Drawing strength from the soil.
After dinner, Governor Jack Dalrymple, and 

Representative (now Senator) Kevin Cramer gave Welcoming 
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Remarks. The Elks Chorus next sang a set of after-dinner 
songs. Our featured speaker for the evening was the 26th 
President of the United States – Teddy Roosevelt, as 
portrayed by Joe Wiegand of the Theodore Roosevelt Medora 
Foundation of Medora, ND. He stayed in character and did an 
outstanding job! Next, Kelvin Hullet and Bill Butcher helped 
present plaques to our major donors. Gifts were presented, 
including one from our Sponsor Katie Fowler to OUR boat, 
and one from our BOAT to Katie Fowler. A silver bowl was also 
given to OUR boat from the People of North Dakota through 
our USSND Committee. Gifts were presented to OUR boat 
by several senior Naval Officers and various contractors who 
had played significant roles in building USS NORTH DAKOTA. 
Not being shy when it comes to managing the clock for these 
presentations, as I called on one presenter to the stage, I 
called the next to come forward and stand by to come up next. 
The presentations all went very well! The evening closed with 
the benediction and several songs by the Elks Chorus with its 
last song being Goodnight Sweetheart!

In the program we recognized several distinguished 
North Dakota submarine officers including: Captain Joseph F. 
Enright of Minot who, on November 28th, 1944, commanded 
USS ARCHERFISH (SS-311) which sank the Japanese 
aircraft carrier SHINANO, the largest aircraft carrier ever built 
up to that time, and it still is the largest warship ever sunk by 
a submarine; Lieutenant Commander Robert L. Krag of Minot 
who was lost at sea when USS THRESHER (SSN-593) sunk 
on April 10th, 1963, with 129 people on board (his mother was 
my 2nd grade teacher at Lincoln Grade School in Minot 1949-
1950); Admiral William A. Owens of Bismarck commanded 
two submarines - USS SAM HOUSTON (SSBN-609) and 
USS CITY of CORPUS CHRISTI (SSN-705) as well as the 
US Navy’s 6th Fleet - the capstone of his career was Vice 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 1994-1996; Vice Admiral 
Jeffrey L. Fowler commanded USS CHARLOTTE (SSN-766), 
Submarine Squadron Three, served as the Superintendent 
of the Naval Academy; and Vice Admiral Stuart B. Munsch 
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of Oakes who commanded USS ALBUQUERQUE (SSN 
706), Submarine Development Squadron Five, Commander, 
Submarine Group Seven (he continues to serve on active 
duty).

In the program, we also recognized our USSND 
Committee members including Vice Chairman Bill Butcher, 
Treasurer Kelvin Hullet, Secretary Dot Frank, Members Merl 
Paaverud, Scott Davis, Jody Link, Bill Owens, Curt Kesselring, 
Jeff and Katie Fowler, Duane Sand, Dave Johnston, Carol 
Schwenk, M. Darrell Williams, Monty Rauser, Jane Opdahl, 
Larry Jahnke, Bob Schulte, Andrew Nyhus and Chairman Bob 
Wefald.

On Saturday the 25th, we sponsored the breakfast 
for the platform guests and other VIPs. More people showed 
up than expected; however, the excellent hotel served them 
all. The primary purpose of this breakfast was to assemble 
the dignitaries and platform participants. Buses took people 
straight to the pier so they could be seated. The last bus carried 
the platform speakers and guests. I was on that one as I was 
honored with a seat on the platform. Of course, to keep the 
program from running too long, I was not given an opportunity 
to speak. Simply being recognized was enough. The Navy did 
a great job with the ceremony, which essentially concluded 
with Katie saying, “Bring this ship to life!” Then all the sailors 
in the dress uniforms ran on board. Again, we lucked out with 
the weather as it was a beautiful day!

The ceremony’s conclusion brought us to the next 
event, which was a reception at the head of the pier. When I 
was told to plan a reception, I incorrectly assumed it was only 
for the VIPs and platform guests. A couple of weeks before the 
event, I learned the reception was for everyone on the pier, 
some 3,000 people. I quickly came up with the idea of Dunkin 
Donuts and coffee. I was able to get in touch with the woman 
who owned the Dunkin Donuts franchises in the Groton area. 
I asked her if she could provide 3,000 cake donuts, 2,500 
cups of coffee, 500 bottles of apple juice, and a pot of DECAF 
coffee for me. She came through! I think it worked out great 
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as you can hold a cake donut in one hand, without making a 
mess, and a cup of coffee in the other. Apparently, ship other 
commissioning committees had more elaborate receptions. 
However, I was satisfied and proud of our effort.

The next event was a North Dakota Contingent 
Reception that afternoon at the Mystic Marriott Hotel. It had 
carving stations, food stations, and a cash bar spread around 
the room. When I had worked with the hotel banquet manager, 
I told her I wanted a reception comparable to the one CG 
hosted following the Christening with these same kinds of 
carving and food stations. She, essentially, told me I could not 
afford it. I told her we most certainly could, as it was exactly 
what we wanted. She served it as ordered, and it was plentiful 
with so many jumbo shrimps, they were not all eaten. The 
Elks Chorus sang at the reception

The final event that evening, held at a casino hotel in the 
area, was a Ship’s Company dinner for the entire crew, their 
family, and their guests, easily exceeding 350 plus people. 
The crew and their families seemed to enjoy it as they let 
loose, ate, drank, and enjoyed themselves! The Elks Chorus 
sang for the final time for the weekend.

Our USSND Committee did not spend all of the money 
we raised. We have used these funds to continue to support 
our boat and to bring members of the crew to North Dakota for 
namesake visits. Several of us, including the late Bill Butcher, 
Kelvin Hullet, Annie Bergrud, and myself, have attended 
Change of Command ceremonies.

Our Legislature has been incredibly supportive of 
USS NORTH DAKOTA, contributing $100,000 twice to help 
celebrate this new second ship named for our state. In each 
of the Legislature sessions since 2013, each Chamber has 
welcomed and heard remarks from representatives from OUR 
boat. In 2013, Captain Doug Gordon was given that honor. In 
2015, the Chief of the Boat Tim Preabt was so honored. In 
2017 our boat’s Executive Officer and an award-winning Naval 
Historian Lieutenant Commander Joel Holwitt was honored. 
In 2019, Commander Mark Robinson, NORTH DAKOTA’s 3rd 
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Commanding Officer was given this honor. I am very proud of 
the support our Legislature has given NORTH DAKOTA, and I 
am particularly proud of Representative Bob Martinson.

Chairing our committee was all a lot of work and a real 
labor of love! There is one more story I have to share about 
how we arranged for a silver punch bowl to be given as a 
gift from all North Dakotans to THEIR boat. When the first 
USS NORTH DAKOTA (BB-29) was commissioned in 1910, 
the people of North Dakota gave as a commissioning gift a 40 
piece silver set, which included a large sterling silver punch 
bowl.  It was decorated with buffalo heads on either end and 
eagles on either side. This punch bowl was 18 inches high, 
19.5 inches wide and 34.25 inches long. When the first USS 
NORTH DAKOTA was decommissioned in 1923, the 40 piece 
silver service was sent to the North Dakota Historical Society, 
where it remains today. The Secretary of the Navy formally 
transferred ownership of the silver service to the State of 
North Dakota in 1997. The entire silver service in 1910 cost 
$16,000. 

Our USSND Committee decided on a smaller silver 
punch bowl with a similar design. After checking with several 
prominent companies, including Tiffany’s in New York City, 
where I rode to an upper floor in an elevator operated by a 
white clove operator, I learned no one in America made silver 
sculptured bowls. I was told the best places to get this were in 
India and Mexico.

Susan and I went on vacation to New Delhi, India, in 
2013. While there, I met with a silversmith who agreed to make 
a sterling silver punch bowl for us for $14,000 plus $500 for 
shipping and handling. We made a down payment of $7,000 
by wire transfer to Sun Sea Jewellers. I assumed they had 
been making progress as they had sent me a photo of their 
rough work on the silver bowl without any of the adornments 
earlier in the year. 

In August 2014, when I contacted them again, I was 
surprised to learn that the company had not made any further 
progress. I was told that India’s heavy rain had ruined the molds 
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they had made for the punch bowl. The company offered to 
refund our money, but I said “NO” as we had a contract they 
must honor. They soon emailed me photos of the sculpted 
buffalo heads for each end of the bowl and eagles with their 
wings spread for the bowl’s sides. We were about two weeks 
away from commissioning. I told them I had to see photos of 
all aspects of the punch bowl immediately! 

On Friday, October 16th, they sent me nine photos 
of the punch bowl. The bowl itself looked very good, but 
the engraving was poorly done. I told them to remove the 
engraving and ship it to me without engraving. They said to 
me that it could not be done in time. By the time our back 
and forth emails were completed on Friday, October 16th, 
our bank was closed, so I could not wire the other $7,500 
until Monday. I asked them to express ship me the bowl in 
good faith and I would pay them on Monday. I thought they 
might hold us up for the final payment, but Saturday morning 
I received the express shipping information. On Monday, we 
wired the $7,500, and I completed forms from FEDEX to clear 
the bowl through customs.

A large metal shipping case arrived in my hotel room 
in Groton late on Thursday afternoon, October 22nd.  Friday 
morning, October 24th, the morning of the day we were going 
to present the sterling silver punch bowl to the boat, I had the 
case opened, and I carefully lifted out the beautiful sterling 
silver punch bowl.  The engraving was homespun in the style 
of “Grandma Moses,” but it did not look as bad as it did in the 
photos.  What a relief!!  We gave it to our boat “as is,” and the 
crew seemed to like it as they took it onboard quickly. 

I have asked several times for our boat to allow us to 
get the engraving fixed. I believe I can find a silver engraver. 
No Commanding Officer of our boat has taken us up on 
that offer. After our boat is decommissioned, the Navy may 
give this silver bowl to the State Historical Society. If it is 
placed anywhere near the beautiful and extensive sterling 
silver set given to the first USS NORTH DAKOTA, it may be 
embarrassing.
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In MOMENTS, I told of how in 1985 I had joined the 
Military Affairs Committee and proposed to our committee that 
we should take on a couple of projects. One project was to 
get the Legislature to authorize and establish a state veterans 
cemetery on land near Fort Lincoln south of Mandan. The 
second project was to get the Navy to name a second ship 
the USS NORTH DAKOTA, the first USS NORTH DAKOTA 
(BB-29) was decommissioned and scrapped in the 1920s.

My friend Murray Sagsveen, a National Guard JAG 
officer, volunteered to take on the cemetery project. Within a 
few years, his work resulted in our beautiful State Veterans 
Cemetery on the south edge of Fort Lincoln State Park south 
of Mandan.

I took on the ship naming project. With the commissioning 
of the second USS NORTH DAKOTA on October 25th, 2014, 
– 29 long years after I first proposed the ideas – I am happy to 
report both projects of our Bismarck Mandan Chamber Military 
Affairs Committee were SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED!! 
Murray and I, as well as our committee and the Chamber, 
deserve a hearty WELL DONE!!! 
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SURPRISE – WE GET A SECOND SHIP

On June 6th, 2013, I was in Williston bringing two 
members of the Pre-Commissioning Crew around Western 
North Dakota for a namesake visit. I received a call from Kelvin 
Hullet, the President/CEO of the Bismarck Mandan Chamber 
and the Treasurer of our USS North Dakota Committee.  He 
said, “Hang on to your hat. The Secretary of the Navy has 
named a ship after Bismarck!” That was a pleasant surprise 
to both of us. A Navy News Release on June 3rd regarding 
the naming of five ships stated, “Secretary of the Navy Ray 
Mabus announced today [one of] the next three joint high-
speed vessels (JHSV) will be named … USNS Bismarck.” I 
think one of the North Dakota members of Congress called 
Hullet with the news.

The news release stated, “It is my privilege as Secretary 
of the Navy to name these ships after five great American cities,” 
said Mabus. “Several cities will be represented for the first time 
in the Navy fleet, establishing a new connection and tradition 
that forms a bond between a city’s residents and the Sailors 
and Marines who serve in its namesake ship. For decades to 
come, these ships will sail in the fleet, building partnerships 
and projecting power around the world.” It further states, 
“Joint high-speed vessels are named after small American 
cities and counties. ... USNS Bismarck (JHSV 9) is the first 
naval vessel to be named in honor of North Dakota’s capital 
city. … JHSV are high-speed transport vessels that serve in a 
variety of roles for the military branches in support of overseas 
contingency operations, conducting humanitarian assistance 
and disaster relief and supporting special operations forces. 
AUSTAL USA in Mobile, Ala., will build the three new JHSV, 
which will be 338 feet in length, have a waterline beam of 
93.5 feet, displace approximately 2,362 tons, and operate at 
speeds of approximately 40 knots.”

WOW! What a great surprise!
Mabus soon picked former California United States 

Representative Jane Harmon as our new ship’s sponsor. It 
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was disappointing he did not choose a woman from Bismarck. 
The commissioning of USS NORTH DAKOTA (SSN-

784) was held on October 25th, 2014. After the commissioning, 
I wrote an After-Action Report describing what went right and 
what did not go so well. I made it available to the Commissioning 
Support Team and any other Commissioning Committee. 
When I finished my report, I had time to start working on our 
new ship. 

I got in touch with AUSTAL USA in Mobile, Alabama, 
to find out all I could about this new ship class. Everyone 
at AUSTAL was accommodating. The entire construction 
process was explained. A sister ship, USNS CARSON CITY 
(T-EPF-7), was going through a Keel Laying ceremony at the 
AUSTAL shipyard on July 31st, 2015. I was able to obtain an 
invitation so I could get a feel of what we could expect. I was 
surprised the Keel Laying ceremony was held UNDER the 
ship between the two hulls of this catamaran-style ship. It was 
awe-inspiring. AUSTAL USA invited me to the ceremony as 
well as dinner the evening before the ceremony, breakfast the 
next morning, and a reception following the ceremony.

A year had gone by when I received a call from 
Secretary Mabus’ office on Friday, September 11th, 2015, 
asking if I could arrange a press conference in Bismarck 
on Wednesday, September 16th, for him. Of course, I said I 
could do that. On Monday the 14th, our USSND Committee 
leadership met for lunch at the Peacock Alley. Vice-Chairman 
Bill Butcher, Treasurer Kelvin Hullet, and I, as Chairman, had 
a telephone conference call with the scheduler for Secretary 
Mabus. We quickly made the arrangements for a Wednesday 
afternoon press conference at the Heritage Center Russell 
Reid Auditorium.

Despite having announced our new ship’s name in the 
June 23rd, 2013, press release, Secretary Mabus wanted to 
formally make an announcement in person in Bismarck. At his 
Bismarck News Conference, Secretary Mabus announced a 
new ship would be named the UNITED STATES NAVAL SHIP 
CITY OF BISMARCK (T-EPF-9). Ten Joint High-Speed Vessels 
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(JHSV) had initially been ordered (five for the Army and five 
for the Navy). The Army decided it did not want to take care 
of these ships, and all ten became the Navy’s responsibility. 
As such, their designation was changed to Expeditionary 
Fast Transport (EPF). These ships are assigned to the Naval 
Sea Systems Command to be operated by the Military Sealift 
Command. MSC ships are owned by the Navy, but civilian 
merchant mariners crew them.

A United States Ship – USS - is a U.S. Navy 
commissioned warship. A United States Naval Ship – USNS – 
is not a warship. It typically carries cargo such as fuel, ammo, 
food, supplies, transporting people, or serving as a hospital 
ship.  A USS ship has three ceremonies in its construction 
cycle. First is the traditional Keel Laying ceremony. In the old 
days of wooden ships, it would be the actual laying of the 
keel with the Ship’s Sponsor declaring the keel is “truly and 
fairly laid.” Second is the Christening ceremony in which the 
ship officially receives its name. Third is the Commissioning 
ceremony in which the warship is officially sent out to the fleet 
on active duty. A USNS has only two ceremonies: the first is 
the Keel Laying ceremony, the second and final event is the 
Christening ceremony, after which the ship is simply put to 
work with her crew of civilian merchant mariners.

After the press conference, I called my contact at 
AUSTAL USA and told him that Secretary Mabus had just 
named our new ship, CITY OF BISMARCK. I was told that was 
wrong, and the name of the ship is BISMARCK. Not wanting 
to get between the shipyard and SECNAV, I called SECNAV’s 
aide and explained the problem with the name. He told me 
he would take care of it. In less than a half-hour, I received a 
call from my AUSTAL contact telling me our ship’s name is the 
CITY OF BISMARCK.  

USNS CITY OF BISMARCK can transport 600 short 
tons 1,200 nautical miles at an average speed of 35 knots. She 
can operate in shallow-draft ports and waterways, interfacing 
with roll-on/roll-off discharge facilities, and on/off-load heavy 
equipment such as a combat-loaded Abrams Main Battle Tank 
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(M1A2). She has a flight deck for helicopter operations. She 
has airline-style seating for more than 312 embarked forces 
and fixed berthing for 146. A crew of 21 civilians operates her.  

Our USSND Committee soon took on an additional 
role as the USNS CITY OF BISMARCK Committee. Since 
the CITY OF BISMARCK would not be a commissioned 
Navy ship, our committee had no fund-raising responsibility 
as AUSTAL USA would handle the ceremonies. However, 
we did agree to assign the money we raised from the sale 
of remaining USS North Dakota material for the USNS CITY 
OF BISMARCK in a separate account within the Bismarck 
Mandan Chamber Foundation. Unlike the ship’s crest for 
USS NORTH DAKOTA, which was designed in a cooperative 
effort by the crew and citizens of North Dakota, the crest for 
USNS CITY OF BISMARCK was designed by the US Army 
Office of Heraldry. I visited with people in the office about the 
design, and they indicated they wanted no help. However, I 
begged them NOT to create a Latin ship motto as no one 
reads and understands Latin. Of course, that is what they did. 
I worked diligently to get Latin words and phrases out of the 
North Dakota Title Standards when I was the chairman of that 
committee from 1985 to 1998, and I mostly succeeded.

I would frequently check with AUSTAL on our ship’s 
progress, and they were always pleased to give me the latest 
report. My first major concern was the Keel Laying ceremony’s 
date, as I wanted to be present for the event. I was told they 
were anticipating it to be held in January 2017.  All I asked for 
was a definite date so I could buy my ticket and reserve a hotel 
room. They had a hard time setting an actual date. Typically a 
Ship’s Sponsor handles all of the ceremonial duties (just like 
Katie Fowler as USS NORTH DAKOTA’s Sponsor handled 
the Keel Laying and had her initials welded into our boat). I 
expected USNS CITY OF BISMARCK’s Ship’s Sponsor Jane 
Harmon would handle the Keel Laying ceremony and get her 
initials welded into our ship.  Finally, I was told the ceremony 
would be held on January 18th, 2017, at the AUSTAL shipyard. 
I booked my ticket, hotel and car rental. Then, I was told the 
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Keel Laying had not been confirmed, and I said, “Well, just 
let me know so I can change my ticket.” Shortly after that, 
someone from AUSTAL called me and asked me to send 
them my initials as I would handle the Keel Laying ceremony. 
I would have my initials welded into our ship. Of course, I was 
thrilled. 

I suspect no one explained to Jane Harmon what was 
expected of a Ship’s Sponsor, so she did not work it into her 
schedule, but it worked out for me. At our ship’s Christening 
on May 13th, 2017, in her remarks, Jane Harmon was very 
impressed with the ceremony, and she said words to the 
effect, “I didn’t realize this event is such a big deal.” 

I was treated like visiting royalty at the Keel Laying 
ceremony, formally handled by the Navy. Susan could not be 
there, so the only Bismarckers present beside me were Harley 
and Margaret Swenson, who drove up from their winter home 
on Alabama’s gulf coast. Several Navy and AUSTAL officials 
spoke. As the person given the honor of authenticating the 
keel, I gave the main brief address ending my remarks with 
these words:

I HEREBY DECLARE THAT THE KEEL OF  
THE FUTURE USNS CITY OF BISMARCK  

HAS BEEN TRULY AND FAIRLY LAID

They put me in a welder’s jacket and had me wear 
a welder’s face mask as a veteran AUSTAL welder welded 
my initials onto a metal plate. It was subsequently installed 
on our ship. Harley Swenson observed that this metal plate 
contained instructions if the ship ever broke down – “ROW,” 
as my initials are R.O.W. There was a lovely reception with 
a beautifully decorated cake. After the reception, AUSTAL 
Officials walked the Swensons and me through the entire 
assembly line showing us how, from the bending of the first 
aluminum piece through final assembly, the modules were 
formed into a finished ship.

 As a bonus, AUSTAL sent me my very own metal 
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polished metal plaque measuring 18.5” wide by 12” tall. On 
the bottom are my welded initials ROW with a non-polished 
11” x 8” area centered at the top. It has the AUSTAL symbol, 
and below it, it reads in capital letters on separate lines: 

AUSTAL
CITY OF BISMARCK

(EPF 9)
KEEL LAYING

JANUARY 18TH, 2017
THE HONORABLE

ROBERT O. WEFALD

The Navy designates ships of the Military Sealift 
Command with a “T” before the hull number. USNS CITY OF 
BISMARCK is officially T-EPF-9.

Our Ship’s Sponsor Jane Harmon spoke eloquently 
at the Christening of our ship. Enjoying the weekend from 
Bismarck was Mayor Mike Seminary and his wife Deb Seminary, 
Commissioner Nancy Guy and Greg Stites, and Susan and 
me. The six of us had lunch at a seafood restaurant, and we 
got a complete tour of our ship, which was still in the assembly 
hangar. The Friday evening dinner was excellent. We were 
guests at breakfast. But due to a scheduling problem, Susan 
missed the Christening ceremony under the ship as she 
had to leave to get back to Bismarck. We enjoyed the after-
reception. Former Secretary of the Navy Donald L. Winter, 
who had named USS NORTH DAKOTA, attended. I got to 
meet him and thank him for giving us our boat.

After Christening, as the crew of civilian mariners came 
together, we were happy to learn that an officer assigned to the 
CITY OF BISMARCK was Bismarck native Patricia Evenson. 
She is a 2010 graduate of Century High School and a 2014 
graduate of the United States Merchant Marine Academy at 
King’s Point, New York. She holds a commission as an Officer 
in the Navy Reserve, with an obligation of five years in the 
Merchant Marine following her graduation from King’s Point.
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At the dinner the night before the Christening, I 
had a chance to visit with Rear Admiral Dee Mewbourne, 
Commander of the Military Sealift Command. I asked him if 
he could arrange a ride on our ship for people from Bismarck 
and from North Dakota. He indicated that would not be a 
problem and that he would work it into the ship’s schedule. An 
opportunity came when the ship was in port at the Little Creek 
Naval Station near Norfolk VA. We lined up a tour through 
Satrom Travel and included The Elks Chorus. We arrived 
in Norfolk on April 6th, 2018, and checked into our hotel. A 
banquet was to be held there the night before the tour.

On April 7th, we toured the aircraft carrier USS 
GEORGE H. W. BUSH (CVN-77), followed by some free time 
in Norfolk in the afternoon. The dinner that evening went very 
well, and the Elks Chorus did a fine job of singing. Our ship 
captain Master James Regan spoke to us, as did First Officer 
Patricia Evenson. An excellent event.

The next morning, our bus took us to the pier where 
we boarded our ship USNS CITY OF BISMARCK. We all had 
comprehensive tours of our ship. Unfortunately, we could not 
get underway as the weather, and the wind was too strong. 
As a primarily aluminum ship, with a huge sail area, there was 
too much wind to get off the pier. We learned they seldom 
use tugs as they worry about puncturing the aluminum siding. 
It was lousy weather, but as seasoned destroyer sailors, 
Bill Butcher and I knew such conditions would never stop a 
destroyer! Despite being disappointed, we nevertheless had a 
good time. Bill, Kelvin, and I presented Plank Owner plaques 
to every crew member, which they much appreciated.

We expect our ship will be stationed in Hawaii as its 
home port. Perhaps someday, we can have a make-up cruise 
on our ship out of Pearl Harbor.
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BACK ONCE AGAIN IN REPUBLICAN 
PARTY POLITICS

In MOMENTS I wrote in great detail about my lifelong 
involvement in the Republican party, including my political 
successes and failures, as well as Susan’s success as 
an elected state official as a member of the Public Service 
Commission. When I was elected and served for two terms/
twelve years as a State District Court Judge in 1998, my public 
political support of her had to stop. I was entirely out of politics 
as I held and honored my non-partisan/non-political job as a 
judge. I wrote: 

  “It was a little hard on Susan since she was 
an elected Republican member of the Public Service 
Commission. All the other Republican elected officials 
would always have their spouses with them at political 
conventions and gatherings. Susan missed not having 
me with her to help and support her and show the 
political world her great husband. People thought we 
were divorced since when her name was listed in a 
program for a political event, she would be listed alone.”
By the time I retired at the end of 2010, Susan had 

already been retired since the end of 2008. She enjoyed 
her position as a successful and respected long-serving 
Republican State Official. She did not get involved in day-to-
day Republican politics at the state or local level. But for me, I 
couldn’t wait to get back into Republican politics.

BARC (Bismarck Area Republican Council, which I 
helped create in the late 1970s and for which, at the time, I 
wrote the bylaws) was still going strong. BARC would meet 
on the First Thursday of every month, switching to the first 
Saturday when the Legislature was in session. January 2011, 
was my first chance in more than 12 years to attend a BARC 
meeting. I asked about the BARC Lincoln Day Dinner (LDD). 
One had not been held during the years I was a judge. When 
I was new to Bismarck Republican politics in the early 1970s, 
through my one-term as Attorney General, and during my 
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solo law practice, I recall we had a Lincoln Day Dinner almost 
every year. They were good fundraisers and a great way to fire 
up Republicans. I enjoyed being with the local Republicans, 
various candidates for Bismarck Legislative Districts, and 
statewide candidates.

I had been the Chairman of District 47 when I was 
elected Attorney General, so I have always had a soft spot 
in my heart for District 47. I was disappointed when North 
Dakota’s Legislative Districts were redrawn after the 2000 
Census as we were moved into District 32, which I learned to 
appreciate.

When I asked about our 2011 Lincoln Day Dinner, I 
was told there would not be one because no one wanted to 
organize one. I thought that was unsatisfactory, so I said I 
would do it. District 47 Chairman Bob Christman stepped 
up to work with me, becoming a champion ticket seller. Our 
BARC treasurer, Diane Lillis, did an excellent job taking care 
of depositing the money and paying all the bills. That first LDD 
was held and organized on short notice as there was only 
about one month between the January BARC meeting and 
Lincoln’s birthday on February 12th. Not being able to find 
a good speaker on short notice, I was the speaker and the 
Master of Ceremonies. It felt terrific to be able to speak in 
public about Republican politics once again. It was held at the 
Elks Club with a modest cost menu so we could make a few 
bucks.

I served as LDD Chairman and MC for ten consecutive 
LDDs through 2020 when I announced it would be my 10th 
and FINAL year as LDD chairman. Diane faithfully served 
as treasurer for every LDD, and Bob Christman was the 
CHAMPION ticket seller for the first nine years until he retired 
as District 47 Chairman. Fortunately, a fantastic Republican, 
Carol Nitchke, who managed Senator Hoeven’s political 
office, stepped up and set her record as a CHAMPION ticket 
seller. Diane’s records show the total net raised for all the 
Lincoln Day Dinners in my ten years as LDD chairman was 
over $35,000. All the net money raised went to help our BARC 
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legislative candidates’ campaigns for our five Districts 7, 30, 
32, 35, and 47.

In 2016, I was elected as a Delegate to the Republican 
National Convention in Cleveland, Ohio, even though I could 
not attend our State GOP Convention. I was in Phoenix for my 
previously scheduled annual visit with Mel Obedin. He is my 
life-long friend from the 4th grade at McKinley Grade School 
in Minot through high school and beyond. In 2015 and 2016, 
Donald Trump ran for the Republican nomination for president, 
even though he had never been active in Republican politics. 
He ran a campaign against a solid field of 14 good GOP 
candidates. He was never my first choice. I preferred Jeb 
Bush, who ran a lousy campaign and never got any traction. 
Trump kept knocking them off one after the other as I waited 
for a winning Republican to emerge. By March of 2016, it was 
clear Trump was going to win the nomination.

It was also clear to me the Democrats were going to 
endorse Hilary Clinton as” the skids were being greased” for 
her. I thought she was corrupt and the worst possible choice 
for the Democrats. It was as if Democrats felt she was denied 
the nomination in 2008 by the young and charismatic black 
US Senator Barack Obama, and that it was “her turn.” She 
was going to be the first woman elected president. The entire 
Democrat presidential nomination campaign was essentially 
a coronation march to the White House for Hillary Clinton. 
Trump didn’t believe it, and neither did I. Although not my first, 
second, or third choice, I became convinced Trump would 
beat Clinton, which for me was the one thing that needed to 
happen.

After I had chosen as a delegate to the GOP National 
Convention, there was a push to get all the North Dakota 
delegates to announce for Trump. Our state would put him 
over the top for the number of delegates needed to win the 
nomination. I felt it was essential to remain uncommitted as 
I thought that was how national GOP conventions should be 
held. Despite my opinion, all of my fellow delegates and I 
knew he would win the GOP nomination for president.
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On May 16th, 2016, Trump was scheduled to speak at 
the Bismarck Events Center before about 10,000 people at the 
Williston Basin Petroleum Conference. My fellow delegates 
and I were invited to be there and to stand behind Trump at 
a press conference. With our votes, he had the nomination 
wrapped up. It was quite an event, and a totally enthusiastic 
crowd well received his speech!

My daughter Kate was still living with her family in New 
York City before moving to Ridgewood NJ at the end of June. 
She had coffee with a friend who was a producer for MSNBC. 
He told her they were sending reporter Katie Tur and a crew 
to cover Trump’s speech. He knew Kate had grown up in 
Bismarck, and he asked her if she knew of anyone who would 
talk on air with Katie Tur. Kate said her dad would talk with 
anyone, so someone called me, and I agreed to be interviewed 
after Trump’s speech. I had provided my cell phone number 
to the MSNBC people who called me after the speech. I was 
directed to come up to the platform where the TV cameras 
were located. They clipped a mic on me, and Katie Tur said 
we are going live. She asked a few questions, but she just 
let me talk. Basically, I told her Trump was not a traditional 
Republican, and that he was a negotiator. I also said several 
times, “Trump is going to win, and it’s not even going to be 
close.” As it turned out, I was right. After the interview, which 
lasted about nine minutes, I apologized for just talking. She 
said it was fine, and if she felt she needed to, she would have 
interrupted with more questions. I saved a link to that video 
interview, which has now been deleted. 

Susan went to the GOP convention with me, and we 
had a good time. Our hotel was miles away to the west, so 
we would take a bus every morning, stay there all day, and 
catch a bus back to the hotel later in the evening. Susan 
would travel around the city, finding places to show me during 
breaks. She was experienced as she attended the 2008 GOP 
convention at which Senator John McCain was nominated for 
president in the Twin Cities. I wanted to make the most of this 
opportunity, so I was on the floor in our delegation’s seating 
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area all the time. I thoroughly enjoyed it all! As the colors were 
presented that first morning, I saluted as they came by, and 
a photo of me saluting was posted on MSN.COM. Veterans 
are authorized by law to salute the flag even when in civilian 
clothes. As a veteran, I am honored to do so.

Trump went on to win to the shock, amazement, and 
disappointment of all the Democrats who started calling for his 
impeachment literally on election eve. His story can be found 
all over the Internet and need not be repeated here, except 
for me to say I wake up every day pleased Hillary Clinton is 
not the president. I have many friends who dislike President 
Trump, and who seem not to be able to understand why I 
support him, and why I will vote for him again. I have never 
picked my friends based on their politics, even if some people 
do that with me.

Our North Dakota Republican Party honored Susan by 
choosing her as one of our three Republican electors in 2008. 
As McCain carried the state, she cast one of North Dakota’s 
three electoral votes for John McCain. In 2020 our North 
Dakota Republican Convention, scheduled to be held at the 
Bismarck Event Center, was canceled due to the Coronavirus 
pandemic leaving the candidates to secure their nomination 
in the Primary Election on June 9th, 2020. Forty years ago, 
in 1980, I had won the Republican nomination for Attorney 
General at the Bismarck Civic Center as it was then called. 
However, delegates to our state convention, who wanted to 
continue as delegates, were mailed ballots to vote for party 
offices, including our three Republican electors. My fellow 
Republicans chose me as one of our three North Dakota 
Republican electors. Like Susan, I am very honored to serve 
as a 2020 elector!
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ESGR STATE CHAIR

On Memorial Day 2011, I had been asked to give the 
speech at the State Veterans Cemetery. It was an on and off 
rainy day, as it often is on the Memorial Day weekend. I had 
written a pretty good twelve-minute speech. It started raining 
again as I was speaking. Susan came up and stood next to 
me, holding an umbrella for me and my written remarks. To 
Susan, it was clear people did not want to hear much from 
me. As she stood next to me, she would say, “Skip that page,” 
and I would hand the pages to her several times, cutting my 
remarks down more than one-half. I was able to transition 
over the now missing pages nicely. It turned out to be a not 
too bad speech, and the audience seemed pleased with its 
abbreviated length.

The North Dakota Adjutant General Major General 
Dave Sprynczynatyk was there. We visited about the need 
to find a new State Chair of the North Dakota Committee for 
the Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve (ESGR). I 
was looking for a new challenge, and he urged me to apply. 
The National ESGR subsequently appointed me to two three-
year terms as North Dakota ESGR State Committee Chair. 
The first four years were great. For the last two years, there 
was too much change and uncertainty. National ESGR was 
in turmoil with two different and competing contracts for all 
administrative staff in every state. Two competent people 
worked in our state office. The rules as to what they could and 
could not do were confusing to them and to me. The job was 
no longer as enjoyable as it was for the first four years.

The task of ESGR is to work with the employers of 
members of the Guard and Reserve to facilitate their smooth 
transition from their employment to their weekend and 
extended active duty back to their civilian job. Most employers 
were very good to outstanding in supporting their employees, 
with only a very few problems. We had good looking certificates 
for employers to sign, which they proudly displayed, attesting 
to their support of the Guard and Reserve. We were able to 
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present awards to employers. Several of our employers were 
competitive for National ESGR awards with Basin Electric 
Power Cooperative being recognized nationally at a very 
nicely done awards dinner in Washington, D.C. Those were 
always very enjoyable and rewarding for me. I was able to 
present recognitions to several of our North Dakota ESGR 
volunteers. Our volunteers are great and dedicated people!

To work on employer and employee concerns, we had 
several Ombudsmen who would explain the law and assist 
them without taking sides. Once the law was explained, most 
problems were resolved. I had volunteered with ESGR when 
the program was first put into effect. It was created by the 
Department of Defense and funded by Congress in the early 
1970s. I was in the Navy Reserve and a lawyer, so it was 
natural that I moved into the Ombudsman’s job, a volunteer 
job I held until I was elected to the Bench in 1998. After my 
twelve years as a judge, it felt great to come back into ESGR 
in a leadership position.

What I loved about my volunteer job was the state 
staff people I worked with and the incredible and dedicated 
volunteers who worked in local ESGR Committees all across 
the state. Our state annual training meetings when we all got 
together were great. I enjoyed traveling all across the state to 
visit with the various local committees. Driving all over North 
Dakota has always been a great joy to me! During my first 
several years as State Chair, both members of our state staff 
traveled with me. They would arrange the local committee 
meetings, and one of them would usually drive. The three of 
us appreciated those brief trips.

Every year all the ESGR State Chairs would meet in 
the Washington DC area where we would learn of the latest 
developments and share concerns and experiences. Those 
were great trips during which I had a chance to see family and 
friends. The last several national meetings I attended were 
less satisfying. The National ESGR turmoil made things less 
happy for me and most of my fellow State Chairs. I persevered 
and continued to do the very best job as North Dakota ESGR 
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State Chair. My second term ended on September 30, 2017.  
At a national meeting on November 17, 2017, the outgoing 
State Chairs and I were recognized for our service. We were 
each awarded The Office of the Secretary of Defense Medal 
for Exceptional Public Service, which I was pleased and proud 
to receive! After I retired, the North Dakota ESGR Committee 
presented me the Seven Seals Award “for meritorious 
leadership and initiative in support of the men and women 
who serve America in the National Guard and Reserve.” 

At one of my last national meetings, an active duty 
Brigadier General spoke to us as our first session started. He 
was with the National Vietnam War Commemoration Office. 
He called two people forward and asked them about their 
service during the Vietnam War. He told them he was proud 
of them, shook their hands, and said, “Welcome Home.” 
He then presented them with what turned out to be a very 
cheap Vietnam War 50-year Commemoration pin. Everyone 
applauded. Then he asked for a show of hands for anyone 
else who had served during the Vietnam War. My hand and 
about thirty hands went up. I think he said, “Welcome Home” 
- 50 years too late. Then Mr. Smartass me said, “Where’s my 
pin?” He didn’t have any more pins. We took a break, and he 
came running after me as I left the room, and he said he had 
one more pin and wanted me to have it. I told him it was not 
necessary. When our break ended, we were told there would 
be pins for all Vietnam veterans at the end of the week. As we 
were about to leave to return home, this announcement was 
made: ”There’s a bag of pins on the table. You can each take 
one.” Yippee!

Commemorating the Vietnam War every year for the 
50th anniversary of each year of the Vietnam War is absurd! 
It was dreamed up by people who never served to assuage 
some mildly felt collective guilt for the way many Vietnam 
veterans were treated. We lost the Vietnam War. There is no 
end date like Armistice Day or VE Day or VJ Day to celebrate. 
Is this flawed idea is the best Congress can do? I would prefer 
they would leave us alone. Our national leaders, political 
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and military, pissed away the lives of an estimated 2 million 
Vietnamese civilians, 1.1 million North Vietnamese troops, 
200,000 South Vietnamese troops, and 58,000 U.S. troops, 
plus untold billions of dollars. The result is that Vietnam is a 
Communist collective dictatorship, a U.S. trading partner, and 
a tourist destination. What a waste!
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MY VOLUNTEER DREAM JOB

In 1997, when Susan and I went on our first personal 
overseas vacation together, we visited several American Battle 
Monument Commission (ABMC) cemeteries and monuments 
in France. One was the St. Mihiel American Cemetery near 
Thiacourt, France. It is a closed World War One cemetery, 
meaning no one else can be buried there. It is the final resting 
place of Loyd Spetz, the first man from Bismarck killed in 
WWI. My American Legion Post No. 1 is named for him. I 
wanted to see his grave, so I asked my friend Senator Kent 
Conrad to assist me. The Superintendent was at the gate to 
meet us, and he took us to the grave of Loyd Spetz. I brought 
along my Legion cap,  I placed it on the cross marking his 
grave and took a good picture of it. The Superintendent gave 
us a thorough tour of the cemetery, and he told us stories 
of various points of interest. He was the first person I ever 
told that I was interested in someday being appointed to the 
ABMC.

I had known about presidential appointments of 
volunteers for various public bodies in the 1970s when I got 
more fully involved in politics. My friend Geridee Wheeler, the 
GOP National Committeewoman from North Dakota, kindled 
my interest in seeking such an appointment. The ABMC was 
one such appointment that interested me, as with my Navy 
service and being a veteran, and it would mean a lot to me. 
However, a good opportunity never presented itself.

In 1997 President Bill Clinton, a Democrat was serving 
the first of his two terms.  He remained in office until 2001. 
As a Republican, I did not seek an appointment from him. I 
had been elected as a judge in 1998, so I could not pursue a 
political appointment when I held a non-partisan/non-political 
office. When I retired at the end of 2010, Democrat Barak 
Obama was president, and I did not seek an appointment 
from him. 

When Republican Donald Trump was elected 
president on November 5th, 2016, I knew I had to try to get his 
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appointment to the American Battle Monuments Commission. 
I brushed up my extensive resumé, including my life-long 
experience and service with the Republican Party.  Within a 
few days of President Trump’s election, I sent his staff a letter 
and resumé requesting President Trump’s appointment to 
the ABMC. Senator John Hoeven, Senator Heidi Heitkamp, 
and then U.S. Representative Kevin Cramer wrote very nice 
letters of support. The Member of Congress for my brother 
Jon’s Congressional District in Kansas, Roger Marshall, M.D., 
also wrote a letter of support.

In a news release dated December 5th, 2017, President 
Trump announced the appointment of retired Army General Bill 
Matz, as ABMC Secretary, a full-time position usually held by 
a retired Army officer. It also announced my appointment and 
that of seven other members of the ABMC. I was delighted and 
excited. I found it interesting that one of the outgoing members 
of the ABMC (appointed by President Obama) was my friend 
Darrell Dorgan, a Democrat of Bismarck. I had people tell me 
they were amazed that two people from Bismarck had back to 
back appointments as members of the ABMC.

Before my appointment, Susan and I visited several 
of the ABMC cemeteries and monuments during trips to 
Europe. These included the WWI cemeteries of Aisne-Marne 
American Cemetery, the Chateau Thierry Monument, the 
Marine Monument at Belleau Wood, the Montsec Monument, 
and the St. Mihiel American Cemetery. The WWII cemeteries 
we visited included the East Coast Memorial in New York 
City, the Honolulu Memorial, the Netherlands American 
Cemetery, the Normandy American Cemetery, the Pointe 
Du Hoc Ranger Monument, and the Utah Beach Monument. 
These cemeteries and monuments are well designed and 
maintained. They are enduring tributes to the service and 
sacrifices of many Americans whose lives were taken from 
them fighting for freedom for the countries in which their lives 
were spent. They are very moving reminders of the price of 
America’s commitment to defeating those who make war.
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Being an ABMC Commissioner has been a dream come 
true for me! I thoroughly enjoy it, and I relish working with 
my fellow commissioners: Chairman David Urban of Virginia, 
Thomas O. Hicks of Texas, John P. McGoff of Indiana, Evans 
C. Spiceland of Louisiana, Jennifer Sandra Carroll of Florida, 
Dorothy “Decee” Gray of Virginia, Luis Rodolfo Quinonez 
of Florida, Benjamin Cassidy of Virginia, and Robert Ord of 
California, as well as Secretary Bill Matz and members of our 
staff including Rob Dalessandro, Mike Conley, John Wessels, 
and Pat Harris.

Our first Commissioners overseas visit was for a 
significant event as we all went to France to observe the 
75th anniversary of the D-Day landings in Normandy. Rob 
Dalessandro, a retired historian of the Army and the Deputy 
Secretary, arranged and conducted a two-day “staff ride” of 
the entire area of Normandy’s invasion by air and by sea. It 
was damp and rainy most of that week.  However, the weather 
for the ceremony on June 6th cleared for everyone, including 
the 14,000 visitors. President Trump, as well as President 
Macron of France, were there with their wives. It was a 
glorious day! The next morning, we dedicated the remodeled 
and expanded Europe Visitors Center. I was amazed there 
were still visitors pouring into the cemetery. Our Normandy 
cemetery averages around 1.2 million visitors per year. It is 
our most visited cemetery. The next day back in Paris, we 
toured the Lafayette Escadrille Memorial Cemetery, followed 
by a visit to the Suresnes American Cemetery. Both are 
beautiful and well maintained. 

In October 2019, Susan and I flew to Manila, 
Philippine Islands, where I represented the ABMC at the 
Manila American Cemetery. I had the honor of being the sole 
ABMC representative at the dedication of the brand-new 
Pacific Visitors Center. I spoke at the ceremony and cut the 
ribbon. It was a great honor! The next day we were driven 
north of Manila to tour the Cabanatuan Memorial, the site of 
American POWs’ rescue in January 1945. We also visited the 
Clark Veterans Cemetery, which remains one of two active 
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cemeteries managed by ABMC. The other is the Corozal 
American Cemetery in Panama City, Panama. My brother 
Knut and I visited it at the start of our annual Wefald Brothers 
Trip in 2020 in Panama.

I serve as a Commissioner at the pleasure of The 
President. I hope to serve on the ABMC for as long as it 
pleases President Trump. If he is not re-elected, my service 
will end at the end of his term. However long I am allowed to 
serve as a Commissioner, I will know and appreciate what a 
great honor it has been!
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ORGANIZING THE NORTH DAKOTA NAVY 
LEAGUE COUNCIL

In 2008 when Secretary of the Navy Donald L. Winter 
was about to name a submarine after our state, he asked if 
there was a Navy League Council in North Dakota to support 
it. Kelvin Hullet, who was at the conference, said there was. 
There had been a Navy League Council in Williston, but it 
slowly lapsed. When he got back to Bismarck, he let me 
know it was time to form our North Dakota Council of the 
Navy League of the United States. As I worked on a North 
Dakota Council for several years, this request spurred me into 
forming a North Dakota council with over 70 members. It was 
chartered at a dinner in Bismarck on October 16, 2011, by 
Dan Branch, the National President of the Navy League of the 
United States.

I had joined the Navy League of the United States as 
a Life Member in April 1998 when Bill Butcher and I were at a 
“Bull Session” in Devils Lake. The Bull Sessions were annual 
events in Devils Lake organized by the late Carl Bloomquist, a 
former teacher of mine at Minot Senior High School. He was a 
Navy Veteran who knew, as I did, that Bull Sessions were an 
opportunity to tell Sea Stories. His annual Bull Sessions were 
open to all.

At this April 1998 Bull Session, a fellow who had 
organized a Navy League Council in Williston asked me to join. 
Whenever I join an organization, I try to join as a Life Member. 
Although it is more expensive than an annual membership, it 
is cheaper in the long run, and you do not have to be bothered 
every year to pay your dues. I was not active in the Williston 
Council. However, I was invited to speak there on October 18, 
2001. Even though it was not one of my better speeches, they 
presented me with a Certificate of Appreciation “In testimony 
and tribute to outstanding service to the Navy League of the 
United States and for his years of dedicated service to the 
citizens of North Dakota as Attorney General, District Court 
Judge, Active Scouter and Retired Member of the United 
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States Navy Reserve.” The Williston Council closed some 
time after that, so a new North Dakota Council was needed to 
support our new USS NORTH DAKOTA. Perhaps my speech 
killed it.

The North Dakota Council worked with our USS North 
Dakota Committee, as several of us were co-members. Navy 
League members provided support, and many attended 
the commissioning. When we have been fortunate to have 
members of NORTH DAKOTA’s crew make namesake visits 
to North Dakota, our council has hosted dinners for them. 
Our council has also supported our ship’s social events for 
its crew in its homeport of Groton, Connecticut. We helped 
provide snack packets – the great Dot’s Pretzels – during the 
boat’s “halfway home” event midway through its six-month 
deployments.

I had the honor of serving as our Council’s President 
for the first two two-year terms. As I finished my last time as 
president, I was appointed as a National Director of the Navy 
League. This allowed me to attend the Navy League meetings 
in Milwaukee in 2017, Portland in 2018, and Norfolk in 2019. 
I also attended meetings of the National Board of Directors in 
Arlington, Virginia, held in November 2017, 2018, and 2019. 
The 2017 and 2019 meetings were held in connection with a 
“Fly-In” where I met with our North Dakota delegation and a 
few others to advocate for the Sea Services and our Maritime 
Industry.

An appointment to the Upper Midwest President’s 
position has given me responsibility for our Navy League 
Councils in Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, and 
South Dakota. The Navy League is currently reducing the 
total number of National Directors from several hundred to 30 
to 40 – a much more manageable size.

As you know, I am not afraid to speak up. At my first 
National Convention in Milwaukee in 2017, I was amazed 
and unhappy by the way the vote was taken for the office of 
National President. A President-Elect had been chosen at the 
previous November 2016 meeting of the National Board of 
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Directors. One would presume he would be the candidate on 
the slate of officers to be elected as president, with the others 
being elected to other positions. Instead, there was another 
name put forth by the nominating committee in place of the 
President-Elect. Apparently, the “Old Guard” in actual control 
wanted someone else closer to the headquarters in Arlington 
VA. However, someone was able to get the President-Elect 
nominated from the floor.  Neither candidate nor anyone 
else was allowed to speak. I properly raised a point of order 
asking for the candidates to at least be allowed to stand 
and be recognized. To vote, you had to be on the National 
Director list, and you had to have been given a colored card 
indicating you were a voting member. When the closed vote 
was taken, the nominating committee candidate, Alan Kaplan, 
was narrowly elected. The nominating committee candidate 
ultimately proved to my satisfaction to be an outstanding 
National President, but even he was not happy with the way 
it was handled. 

At the November 2017 meeting of the National 
Directors in Arlington during the Good of the Order, I voiced 
my amazement and displeasure with what had happened in 
the National President’s vote in Milwaukee. Many National 
Directors nodded their heads in agreement. I made a motion 
that in all future contested elections, each candidate is given 
the same amount of time to address the delegates who were 
officially there to vote. It overwhelmingly was approved. Alan 
Kaplan tracked me down right after the meeting and told me 
he agreed with everything I had said, and he asked for my 
support. I was delighted to work with him, and I gave him my 
complete support as he proved to be the right person at the 
right time to lead the Navy League of the United States. As 
he took over as president, the Executive Director took a job 
with another organization, so Kaplan found himself acting 
as a full-time Executive Director without pay. An Executive 
Director was found and hired. He proved not to be a good 
fit. Once again, Kaplan stepped in. Finally, Mike Stevens, the 
immediate past Master Chief Petty Officer of the United States 
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Navy, was found and hired to be our Executive Director. He 
has proven to be an excellent choice. 

A new National President was elected at the 2019 
Navy League convention after Kaplan had successfully and 
honorably completed his full two-year term with great personal 
financial sacrifice. Alan Kaplan continues to be my friend and 
fellow Navy Leaguer.

I tried to be as helpful as I could be as the Navy 
League overhauled its governance to reduce the number 
of National Directors from the 200 to 300 allowed to a more 
manageable 30. I was disappointed at the November 2019 
National Directors meeting when it was simply announced 
the Executive Committee had decided to change the Navy 
League’s logo. There had been no notice, no prior discussion, 
or even a hint of any groundswell to change the logo. The 
design chosen was a throwback to something from the time 
of Teddy Roosevelt. In my opinion, it was out of date and out 
of style. I asked for the logo question to be referred to the 
members for approval. In response to my point of order, I was 
told the Executive Committee’s decision was final and not 
subject to review. You can see there is an “Old Guard” that 
runs the Navy League as it thinks best. I continue as Upper 
Midwest Area President, but my heart lies with our North 
Dakota Council. Although I feel most at home with our North 
Dakota Council, my Life Membership continues as I really like 
my friends and shipmates in our council.
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KILLERS I HAVE KNOWN

This catchy chapter title is misleading as I have not 
personally known that many killers. However, I am somewhat 
amazed by the number of people who have caused the death 
of another person and who have, at some time, had at least 
passing contact with my life. The first killer I knew of lived just 
two houses west of our home at 923 5th St NE in Minot when 
I was in high school.

I believe Charles Olive was an Air Force veteran. 
He drove a small sports car, maybe an MG. He may have 
once given my brother Knut a ride. The older brother of a 
classmate of mine was murdered and his body was found in 
a culvert near Bottineau. It was an unsolved crime for quite 
a few months, creating much speculation about who could 
have killed him. The case broke open when Olive picked up 
an older kid and was giving him a ride. Olive stopped at a gas 
station near the State Fairgrounds. The kid went into the gas 
station and called the police. They came to investigate, and 
during their investigation, they searched the trunk of Olive’s 
sports car and found the dead man’s wallet cut into pieces. I 
do not recall there being any trial, so he must have pled guilty. 
There was speculation he was a homosexual, which, at that 
time, was usually a hidden secret. He was sentenced to life 
in prison. Olive had an interesting story in our State Prison. It 
used to have big, thick walls around it. Olive was an artist, and 
he was allowed to paint huge landscape murals on the inside 
of all of the walls. He was ultimately paroled and lived his last 
few years in Bismarck.

In Minot on September 1st, 1958, Glennis Johnson, 
a member of the Minot Senior High School Class of 1959, 
aimed an “un-loaded” rifle with a telescopic sight. He lived 
close to the courthouse and high school. He was looking out 
of his house’s basement window high enough to see down 
the street. He “drew a bead” on the handle of a garage door 
on a building diagonally across the street. “He flipped the bolt 
on the weapon, ramming it home, then instinctively pulling the 
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trigger” as two boys riding tandem on a bicycle came into view 
from behind a hedge. Tragically, the rifle was loaded. The one 
bullet hit both boys, and one was killed.

In what had to have been record time, Johnson was 
charged in a Criminal Complaint on September 29th, 1958, 
with Manslaughter in the Second Degree. He was arraigned 
on October 9th, 1958. He pled Not Guilty on Monday, October 
20th, 1958, and his trial started that same day and concluded 
on Tuesday, October 21st. He was found Not Guilty. 

From the date of the crime on September 1st to October 
21st when the Minot Daily News reported on October 24th, 
“a jury found Glennis Johnson, a 16-year-old Minot youth, 
innocent of manslaughter in the second degree,” a total of 51 
days elapsed. Swift justice, indeed!

Another member of the Minot Senior High School 
Class of 1959 was Eddie Linha. He was a year ahead of me at 
McKinley Grade School in Minot. I never knew anything about 
him in high school. I was driving home from the University 
of North Dakota for the weekend when the radio was filled 
with reports of a murder committed in Rugby, situated on US 
Highway 2 between Minot and Grand Forks. Two men, during 
a late-night burglary, had been surprised by a police officer. 
Somehow, they got a hold of the officer’s service revolver, 
and they shot and killed the officer. It did not take long for law 
enforcement to identify and apprehend them. One of the two 
was Eddie Linha, and the last name of the other was Mattern. 
I do not recall any trial, so I assume they pled guilty. Both 
were sentenced to life in prison at the penitentiary. They were 
ultimately paroled, and I never heard about them again.

When I graduated from law school in 1970, I was 
fortunate to have a one-year law clerkship with our North 
Dakota Supreme Court. Susan and I moved to Bismarck at 
the end of June, and I started working as a law clerk while 
studying for the State Bar exam, which I thankfully passed. 
The very first case I worked on was a double murder out of 
Grand Forks. James Leroy Iverson was a cab driver with 
one foot that sort of dragged, more than stepped. Part of the 
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evidence at his jury trial was from a witness who heard loud, 
thumping footsteps coming up the apartment building stairs 
in which two female roommates were killed. There were bite 
marks on the breast of one victim. An excellent attorney, John 
Shaft defended him. However, there was sufficient evidence 
for the jury to convict him, which they did. He was sentenced 
to life in prison. John Shaft appealed his case to our Supreme 
Court, as was his duty. Dennis Schneider was the law clerk 
ahead of me working on this case for Chief Justice Obert C. 
Teigen. Schneider had not finished with the case when his 
year ended.

The Iverson case was assigned to me with instructions 
from Chief Justice Teigen to start the opinion work and research 
it again. After I reviewed all of the evidence and the entire 
record, I met with Chief Justice Teigen. He was concerned 
about possible problems, but not with the evidence. Instead, 
he was concerned with law enforcement procedures at several 
points during the investigation. From my review, I told him that 
all of the questions/objections raised by Attorney Shaft could 
be met by citing applicable case law. Chief Justice Teigen did 
not like the Exclusionary Rule announced by the US Supreme 
Court. He told me to write a draft opinion based only on what 
he called the Common Law Rule of Admissibility, which holds 
if the evidence is Relevant, Competent, and Material, it is 
admissible. I noted the rule of the US Supreme Court was 
the Supreme Law of the Land. I prepared the draft opinion 
as directed. At the Conference of the Justices his finished 
opinion was rejected and the case was reassigned to Justice 
Ralph J. Erickstad. I was assigned to write a new draft opinion 
following the Exclusionary Rule.

I prepared a new draft opinion working closely with 
Justice Erickstad. There was one minor point concerning 
Iverson’s competency at one moment in the proceedings. I told 
Justice Erickstad I could easily explain that minor concern. He 
did not want it included in his opinion. All five Justices signed 
the opinion. I worked for most of my time as a law clerk on that 
one draft opinion. After I was in private practice, Attorney Shaft 
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appealed to the US 8th Circuit of Appeals. They reversed and 
remanded the opinion based on the one point, which was not 
covered. On remand, it was easily addressed, and the case 
came to an end with Iverson serving a life sentence. Later, 
when I ran into Justice Erickstad he basically said I was right.

Both Chief Justice Teigen and later Chief Justice 
Erickstad have both passed on. It is essential to note law 
clerks do NOT write opinions. Instead, they research cases 
and the law, preparing DRAFT opinions at the direction of the 
Justice for whom they are working. It is the Justice who writes 
the final opinion, and it is the majority of our Supreme Court, 
which issues the opinion. As with the US Supreme Court, 
most of the opinions issued are unanimous. 

My story of Iverson did not end with the final opinion. 
When I was Attorney General, I would go out to the state 
prison for meetings. It was not unusual for Iverson to be 
sweeping the front steps to the prison with no evidence of any 
guard anywhere in sight. He was paroled and lived out his 
last few years in Bismarck. For the last 25 years, I have sung 
in the tenor section of our community chorus performance of 
the MESSIAH in early December. There is always a reception 
afterward. At one reception, an acquaintance brings this very 
large man up to meet me. The man looks at me and says, “I 
bet you don’t know who I am.” I said, “Yes, I do. You are James 
Leroy Iverson.” I wanted to know if he had found a job yet, and 
he told me he was still looking. He attended several other 
MESSIAH receptions, and he always greeted me. There was 
no doubt in my mind that he knew I had drafted the opinion 
denying his appeal. He passed away several years ago.

As a young lawyer, I handled the Josephson estates 
of a mother and father killed in Hazen by their 12-year-old 
son. The boy and his sister had been adopted from a tribe 
in Montana. Mr. and Mrs. Josephson were also adopting two 
other children, who had already been placed in their home. 
Apparently, the tipping point was when the father told the boy 
to get a haircut. At night the boy came into their bedroom and 
shot them both several times in the head. I handled the estate 
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of the parents. The boy, of course, was disinherited because 
he killed his parents. The two children being adopted did not 
receive any inheritance because their adoption was not yet 
complete. The sole heir was the boy’s sister. She went back to 
her tribe in Montana and received the insurance proceeds and 
the residue of the estates. The boy was too young to be tried 
for murder. He was handled through the juvenile court system 
from which he was released when he became an adult. This 
case resulted in legislation reducing the minimum age to be 
prosecuted as an adult to 14. In this case, age 14 would have 
made no difference as he was only 12. I subsequently heard 
the boy returned to his tribe and split the insurance and estate 
with his sister. I never verified this rumor.

When I was Attorney General, agents of the North 
Dakota Bureau of Criminal Investigation, were involved with 
the pursuit and investigation following the 1983 execution of 
two United States Marshalls just north of Medina ND. The 
execution was led by Gordon Kahl, who was assisted by 
several of his Posse Comitatus crazies. Many US, state, and 
local law enforcement were involved. At one point in Kahl’s 
pursuit, it was believed he was holed up in a farmstead, which 
was rigged with explosives. Someone with experience with 
explosives needed to assist. One of the newer BCI agents 
had been introduced to me when he was hired. He told me 
he was a Navy UDT (Underwater Demolitions Technician). I 
knew he knew how to handle explosives. I volunteered him to 
help out at the farmstead, where Kahl was supposedly holed 
up. Soon thereafter, I was told the agent confessed he did not 
know about explosives and was not a Navy UDT. He came 
into my office with several senior BCI agents. It turns out he 
was never in any part of the Vietnam War, was not a UDT, and 
had only worked on a smaller ship somewhere near where 
UDTs had been serving – IF that could be believed. I fired 
him, but at the senior agents’ request, I allowed him to resign 
immediately, which he did. I made a mistake by not asking him 
to give me his DD-214 when he was first interviewed. That is 
the official document given to every service member when 
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they leave active duty. It contains a summary of the service 
member’s service. It would have shown me he was neither 
a UDT nor a SEAL and had no similar experience. Sadly, it 
is not unusual for a few men to claim distinguished military 
service, a disturbing mental problem.

I handled another probate after I went back into private 
practice. In January 1992, Michael Neugebauer, a Bismarck 
High School student living with his family east of Bismarck, 
shot and killed his father, mother, sister, and younger brother. 
He went to school the next day, picked up his girlfriend, and 
drove away. Law enforcement ultimately tracked them down 
in Florida, where officers arrested them. He is in prison, and is 
correctly considered a major threat to anyone. I was hired by 
his father’s brother to handle the estate for his side of the family. 
Fred Saefke was hired by his mother’s side of the family. Our 
probate law has since been amended to require survivorship 
for a period of time. Back then, the question was, “what parent 
did he kill first.” I went out to the State Penitentiary and met 
with this cold-blooded killer. I asked him who he had killed 
first. He said, “You’re no cop. I don’t have to talk to you.” So 
Saefke and I agreed the estate should be split 50-50 between 
the survivors of each parent. At the probate hearing in court, I 
described him as a ”Stone Cold Killer.”

Before I was attorney general, I was a member of the 
Capital City Kiwanis Club. One of our members was Dave 
Carlson, who worked for a savings and loan association. Our 
club had a party at my home. When he saw my girls, Dave 
told his wife they should have kids. They did. When I was AG, 
Carlson and his wife were divorced in proceedings that left 
him very bitter about child custody. Soon after I was back in 
private practice, I ran into Carlson, and he told me he wished 
I had been able to represent him. Tragically, he followed his 
wife in her car one day as she was driving their children. He 
was able to get her to stop south of Bismarck. There was 
some kind of confrontation, and Carlson shot his ex-wife and 
then killed himself. Senseless!
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One death case I defended involved a young man who 
was charged with Negligent Homicide in the death of his best 
friend in Morton County. They had gone to a party southwest 
of Mandan and returned very late at night in my client’s car. 
They had both consumed a lot of alcohol. Whoever was 
driving made a fatal decision to cross the railroad tracks in 
the apparent hope of beating the train. It was a losing bet as 
the train struck the vehicle. My client was thrown from the car 
badly injured while his best friend was killed. His body was 
closest to the car, and his blood alcohol content was lower 
than my client’s. My client was hospitalized until he was able 
to be released. He had absolutely no memory of the accident 
or even of leaving the party. No one at the party saw who was 
driving when they left. The train engineer saw a cloud of dust 
and did not see who was driving. The evidence was that his 
friend had driven his car a few times. 

Negligent Homicide is a Class C Felony punishable by 
a maximum term of imprisonment of five years. My client did 
not want to “throw the dice” to see what would happen at trial. 
I worked out a Plea Agreement in which he would plead guilty 
in exchange for a Deferred Imposition of Sentence. The judge 
rejected it. We then worked out a Plea Agreement in exchange 
for a Suspended Sentence for five years on reasonable terms. 
Unfortunately, he could not stay out of trouble and when I was a 
judge, his probation was twice revoked and he was sentenced 
to one year in prison. I’ve always wondered how it would have 
turned out if he could have met with his best friend’s parents 
and received their forgiveness. I have to believe forgiveness 
is a powerful blessing. 

I had a client going through a divorce. He was very 
agitated about child custody. He said he felt like killing her, and 
I told him he would go to prison and never get custody. It is 
not uncommon for angry people to make such threats, which 
go away when they settle down. Before we got too far into 
the divorce proceedings, I got a call from a deputy sheriff one 
evening at my home. He asked me if my client had contacted 
me. I told him he had not. The sheriff’s deputy said, “when he 
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does, contact us because he just killed his wife.” I never saw 
him again. I believe he is still in prison. 

As a judge, I handled several murder cases. One case 
involved a man who called the sheriff’s office one night from 
the gas station across from the Burleigh County Courthouse. 
He told them he had killed someone twenty years ago and 
wanted to turn himself in. He was told to come across the 
street where he was questioned. You can’t confess to a crime 
without any evidence. There was an unsolved murder in rural 
Burleigh County 20 years ago, and he said he was the killer. 
To prove it he took deputies out east of Bismarck and showed 
them where he had hidden the gun he used. Everything 
matched up, and he was allowed to plead guilty before me. 
The State’s Attorney argued for a 20-year maximum sentence 
on the basis that, but for his help, this crime would never 
have been solved. I correctly pointed out that he had killed 
the victim in cold blood. This was MURDER, which merited 
a life sentence. I told the State’s Attorney; he will be eligible 
for parole after 20 years. I think the killer was tired of running 
and simply wanted shelter, security, clean sheets, three meals 
a day, and health care for life. Being in prison is not bad for 
some people.

Another very tragic and senseless murder case involved 
the death of a baby at the hands of her mother and boyfriend, 
both of whom were addicted to oxycodone. People addicted 
to this drug watch TV, sleep, and look for more of the drug. In 
the morning, the young mother told the young man, who was 
watching TV, she was going out for more oxycodone, and she 
handed him the baby to watch. The life cycle of people on Oxy 
seems to be - get Oxy, watch TV, sleep. When she came back, 
he had put the baby in its crib in another room. She checked 
on the baby and left to get more oxycodone. When she came 
back the next time, she told him he had killed her baby. The 
baby had been battered. The State’s Attorney charged only 
the man with Negligent Homicide and child abuse and neglect 
– a twenty-year felony and a five-year felony. The woman was 
granted immunity, and she was not charged with any crime, 
provided she would testify against him.
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I tried this disgusting case before a jury. Before trial, the 
woman had many problems as she disappeared and would 
not show up for a deposition, which the defendant’s attorney 
has right a right to take. After several scheduled depositions 
at which she did not appear, I issued a warrant for her arrest. 
Her deposition was taken, and she was held in custody until 
she could testify at trial, as she clearly would not appear 
voluntarily. The evidence was not clear, beyond a reasonable 
doubt, whether she or he had killed the child. The jury found 
him Not Guilty of Negligent Homicide, but found him guilty of 
child abuse and neglect. I believed that was the correct verdict. 
There simply was no clear evidence as to which of them had 
battered the child to death. Clearly, they were both guilty of 
child abuse and neglect. I sentenced him to the maximum five 
years in prison, and I regretted I could not sentence her to the 
full five years as well. 

One other murder case came before me when I was on 
what we called The Master Calendar. For a week, one judge 
would handle all of the cases during the week for people who 
were arrested and brought before the court for their First 
Appearance. They would be advised of the charge against 
them and their rights as a person accused of a crime. If it was 
a misdemeanor, they could enter a plea of either Guilty or Not 
Guilty. If they pled Not Guilty, a trial date would be set. If they 
pled Guilty a sentence could be imposed. If they were charged 
with a felony the case was scheduled for a Preliminary Hearing 
and a bond would be set. A woman appeared before me, and 
I explained to her she was charged with Negligent Homicide, 
a Felony, and that a Preliminary Hearing would be set for her. 
To set a bond, I asked a few questions. When I asked her if 
she was employed, she said she was not. I then asked about 
her previous employment. She said she drove a cement truck. 
“Oh,” I said to myself as she had been driving a cement truck 
on the four lane Highway 83, just north of Bismarck, crossed 
the median, hit a car head-on and killed the driver.

The most recent murder case involved two seemingly 
very nice men who went to church with me at Trinity Lutheran 
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Church. David Winter was the adult son of Lawrence Winter, a 
retired Lutheran minister. They had been going to our church 
for quite some time and were very helpful and polite. Davis 
always seemed a little slow to me, and his father, I later 
learned, had Alzheimer’s Disease. On March 30th, 2011, 
David killed his father in a brutal murder. Of course, everyone 
at church was shocked as they were both so mild-mannered.

According to The Bismarck Tribune, “Winter called 
police on March 30th to report that he had killed his father, 
a retired pastor. Lawrence Winter had been diagnosed with 
Alzheimer’s disease. David Winter told police in an interview 
that he had become frustrated by his father’s erratic behavior, 
including waking at odd hours. … Winter became angry and 
told police he ‘snapped.’ … The medical examiner determined 
Lawrence Winter had more than 40 blunt force injuries to his 
head, along with several facial fractures, believed to have been 
from flashlights found in the apartment with his blood on them. 
He had 13 puncture wounds to his chest, including one that 
penetrated the chest cavity and punctured a lung, believed to 
have been inflicted by a letter opener also found in the home. 
Lawrence Winter had injuries on his hands consistent with 
defensive wounds.” He pled guilty and was sentenced to 40 
years in prison with all but 18 years suspended and five years 
of supervised probation.

One final story I have did not directly involve me. I 
spotted the end of the story in my last few years on the Bench. 
In the early 1970s, Dan Chapman was a World War II veteran 
and an excellent lawyer. His story from the war was that he was 
in a foxhole with another soldier when the Germans started 
shelling his unit’s position with 88 treetop shell bursts hitting 
the soldiers below. He told me as he was coming to, he heard 
several soldiers talking over his foxhole. One of them said, 
“It looks like one of them is alive.” Dan remembered thinking 
to himself, “I hope they are talking about me!” Chapman was 
hired to defend a woman in Steele, the county seat of Kidder 
County, just on the east side of Burleigh County. There was no 
question she had killed her husband in cold blood. Being an 
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eager young lawyer, I suggested he use the insanity defense, 
but he said he couldn’t since she was sane.

The woman’s husband had beaten her for years, and 
he had threatened others, including a Burleigh County Court 
Judge. On the night she killed him, he came home, “Too drunk 
to beat her and their children. He would take care of that in 
the morning.” That was her tipping point. She took a single 
shot 22 rifle, went into the bedroom and shot him in the head. 
She left the room to reload and shoot him again, repeating the 
process until she was sure he was dead. Then she called her 
family and told them she had killed him. Next, she called the 
funeral home to pick up his body. Then she called the sheriff 
and told him she had killed her husband, and that he should 
come out to arrest her. Chapman defended this murder case 
and put on substantial evidence of her husband’s treatment 
of her, including the testimony for the defense by the Burleigh 
County Judge. The verdict was Not Guilty, but in my opinion, 
the real verdict was the “son of a bitch deserved to die.”

I have always read, or at least looked through the 
obituaries. Well into my second six-year term, I saw an obituary 
for a woman who lived in Steele. I asked court reporter Dorothy 
Rolfstad if this could have been the woman. She was Judge 
Benny Graff’s court reporter. He tried this case, so she sat 
through the trial and recalled the evidence of how the dead 
husband had treated the defendant. What brought this case 
full circle for me was the line in her obituary which read, she 
“was predeceased by her husband.” She had definitely made 
sure of that fact! 
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MY TRIP ON THE TRANS-SIBERIAN 
RAILROAD

Before I retired, I took what was, for me, an epic journey 
across Russia on the Trans-Siberian Railroad – one of the 
world’s classic trains. In MOMENTS, I wrote briefly about the 
trip Susan and I took in May 2005 to Russia to visit Moscow 
and St. Petersburg. I also mentioned my journey across Russia 
in 2007 on the Trans-Siberian Railroad. Susan wanted me to 
write in MOMENTS LATER a much more detailed separate 
chapter about my trip. We had young men Russian friends 
who stayed with us in Bismarck for several weeks in fall of 
2004 and in March of 2006.  They were part of a group looking 
over the retail automotive industry. At a party for the 2006 
group, I was invited by the Russians to come and visit them. 
I said I would, and this trip was the result. Susan encouraged 
me to take this trip on my own. She felt it would work best for 
our Russian friends to worry about only one guest.

In 2007 I went by myself on an incredible three-week 
trip where I took the Trans-Siberian Railroad across Russia. I 
used Delta Frequent Flyer Points to fly round trip from Bismarck 
to Minneapolis to Atlanta to Moscow. I arrived in Moscow on 
September 9th, 2007. A car and driver picked me up at the 
airport and took me to my hotel. I walked for a while to explore 
the area. My first visit was with Vladimer Atmakhov, who lived in 
Nizhny Novgorod, about 250 miles east of Moscow. Vlad was 
one of the two men who stayed with us in 2004. Around 1:30 
p.m. on the 10th, Vlad picked me up in Moscow in a van with 
a driver and interpreter. Each friend I visited had an interpreter 
for me, and they were all named Anna. Perhaps, so it would 
be easier for me to remember their name. One exception was 
the 13-year-old son of our friend in Vladivostok, who had the 
role of interpreter. In Nizhny Novgorod, I stayed at a hotel. On 
my other stops, I stayed in the homes of my hosts. Vlad and 
his wife had a nine-month-old baby girl who kept them up at 
night, and they did not want my sleep to be bothered. 
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After we drove out of Moscow, I started to get a 
consistent impression of Russia’s landscape – many trees and 
unfenced fields. I also got an impression of law enforcement 
as they directed our car to pull over to the side of the road. 
Vlad told me to stay in the car and say nothing. He got out and 
appeared to give the officers some money. I didn’t see much 
on the drive. It’s a lot like driving through northern Minnesota 
with trees on both sides – a natural tunnel. The view consisted 
of heavy traffic. Vlad and Anna assured me that the traffic 
was very light. It must be hell when the traffic is heavy. On 
the way to Nizhny Novgorod, we stopped at a restaurant with 
rustic elegance that resembled a log cabin. We had tea, and 
I had the Russian soup Vlad had prepared for us in Bismarck 
- Solaynka made with pickles, meat, potatoes, tomatoes, and 
a few other vegetables. It went well with a bottle of beer and 
Russian bread & butter. Vlad ordered a delicious crepe for me 
for dessert. 

At each friend’s house along the journey, two things 
were made available for my comfort – a Banya (a Russian 
sauna) and a healthy amount of vodka. I drank vodka every 
evening, except for the nights spent on the train to Omsk and 
to Angarsk. One other day at a Dacha (which is a Russian 
summer house like a lake cabin in America), near Angarsk, 
we went through two bottles of cognac with my host and 
his friends. The only time I had a problem was on the first 
night on the train to Vladivostok. I made two new friends from 
Finland, and we had too much beer with too much vodka. The 
Russian’s trick with vodka is to drink it as a toast to friends, 
with snacks and food in between. On the train, I drank very 
hot tea from a Samovar at one end of the car.

On September 11th, Vlad showed me his truck repair 
business, where his sister worked as a bookkeeper. She was 
a doctor. However, she could make more money bookkeeping 
for her brother. We visited the showroom of the Russian Lada 
car company.  A law school and court visit were spur of the 
moment arrangements made by Vlad through his professor 
friend. I was asked if I would speak to one of the classes. A 
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school official said she would interpret for me. I had learned a 
few words Russian, so I said to the class, “добрый день [do-
brih dyen’]. Меня зовут Боб Вайфальд [min-ya za-vut Bob 
Wefald]. Я судья [ya sud-ya]. And she said to the class, ”Good 
afternoon. My name is Bob Wefald. I am a judge.” They all 
laughed because she had translated my Russian into English. 
It turned out that most of them could speak English. The rest 
of my time with them was in English. The Dean presented me 
with a beautiful Russian floral design clock which is hanging 
in our kitchen. Next, Vlad showed me their Kremlin (a kremlin 
is a fort) on the Volga River’s west bank. We then had a late 
lunch with one of Vlad’s friends. That evening we enjoyed the 
Banya in a building on his business property. There was an 
inflatable pool outside for a cold-water plunge.

On the 12th, Vlad was dressed in a coat and tie as we 
crossed the river on a ferry to visit two Chamber Deputies. 
Vlad had served with them in the equivalent of our county 
government. After lunch, we went to a factory where Russian 
Nesting Dolls were made. Then, we drove out into the country, 
much like North Dakota, to see a large earthen dam. This dam 
was similar to Susan and I had shown him during his visit to 
North Dakota. The difference was that this dam had a set of 
locks to allow river traffic.

On the 13th, my final day with Vlad, I checked out of 
my hotel as my train would leave at 3:35 a.m. Vlad took me, 
with a few helpers, for a cruise on his bigger boat (which he 
had recently purchased) on the Volga River for a picnic lunch 
on a beach. That evening Vlad and his wife had to attend a 
big dinner. I hung out at his very nice, modern apartment to 
wait for the train. Vlad got me to the station on time, where 
the interpreter met us to say our final goodbyes. I went to bed 
as soon as I got on the train and got up in time for breakfast. 
Breakfast consisted of three fried eggs served in the frying 
pan, orange juice, tea, bread, butter, cheese, and sausage 
slices. I went back and took a nap and got up for an excellent 
lunch of “beefsteak,” crispy fried potatoes with canned peas 
and finely sliced green pepper. I went back and read for a while 
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and fell asleep. I woke up around supper time and decided 
I was too tried for any more food. I went to bed and slept 
soundly until midnight. Then on and off after that for a couple 
of hours at a time. Friday was my day to sleep and catch up 
on my rest. I needed to do that. The next morning, I shaved 
and got cleaned. I brought the right toiletries to allow me to 
take a sponge bath. I met a lovely couple from Switzerland, 
read for a while, and got packed to leave the train. 

I slept well every night on the three train segments I 
took. The Trans-Siberian Railway trains have cars with four-
person rooms and two-person rooms. Susan thought it would 
be best to rent both beds in a two-person room, so I was very 
comfortable. This trip was before I bought my Rick Steeves 
“Guaranteed to fit in the Overhead” backpack (I use it now on 
almost every trip!). I had to struggle with my large suitcase. 
My room came with meal vouchers - one for each bed. My 
fellow travelers did not use the dining cars on these trains as 
they got off at a station stop to buy food from local vendors 
who met the train. I usually ate breakfast, lunch, and dinner 
on the train, although the service quality varied from good to 
inadequate.

There was a bathroom at each end of the car where I 
could shave every morning. The rooms were on one side and 
a hallway on the other. There was a metallic plaque in the 
middle of the hallway with the train schedule with all times set 
to the time in Moscow. Once I got used to reading the times, 
I could see the train was running close to the schedule. In 
the afternoon, the car attendant would come by with a tray of 
packages of cookies and candy I could choose from, paying for 
them before I left the train. I slept through the Ural Mountains. 
I would also look out the windows in my room and in the hall 
at the scenery or read a book. It was all very relaxing!

I arrived on time at 2:30 p.m. in Omsk on Saturday, 
the 15th. Viktor Kargapolov and his interpreter, Anna, met 
me. Viktor, his wife Natasha, their daughter Tanya (21), and 
their son Vasily (19) live several floors up in an old apartment 
building. I stayed in Vasily’s room, and he slept on the couch. 
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We had an excellent mid-afternoon snack, and then Viktor 
took us on a delightful walking and car tour of Omsk, finishing 
at their dacha. Omsk is a lovely city with wide main streets 
and many new buildings. It was a well-planned walking tour. 
We would walk through downtown areas while Natasha would 
drive their car to the end of the planned walk and then drive 
us to the next part. Fortunately, it was a sunny day in Omsk 
(which always helps one’s impression of visiting a city for the 
first time). That evening we had dinner at a fine restaurant. 
The next morning Vlad got me going right away. We drove to 
see a modern grocery store, much like we have at home, and 
then we drove out to see a log cabin housing development 
he was building with a partner. He said his family was going 
to live in one of the homes. As we drove away, we stopped, 
and I was transferred to another more comfortable vehicle. 
His assistant was driving a right-hand side drive Toyota. It felt 
strange to ride in what, to me, was the driver’s seat.

We arrived at a historic village where I switched back to 
Viktor’s Toyota Land Cruiser to handle the rougher streets. We 
visited a museum and then walked several blocks to a type of 
pioneer village where I was met by two women dressed in 
traditional folk dresses. They presented us with a loaf of bread 
with salt on the top. The tradition is for you to tear off a piece 
of the bread and eat it with a salt pinch. I took some of the 
bread and ate it with salt. We knocked on the door of a house, 
and we were invited in for a traditional Siberian lunch with 
women wearing the native Siberian dress. Inside there was a 
traditional kitchen with a large earthen oven, a solid table, a 
samovar, and various Siberian wall hangings. The food was 
excellent, and the entire experience was terrific! 

After lunch, we went up to a massive gate in a fence. 
Women were on both sides of the fence. The women were 
arguing. It turns out they were arguing about the price of a 
bride for me! After more haggling, I was placed in a wedding 
shirt and seated next to a nice-looking bride inside the 
courtyard. After the ceremony, we went into a bigger house 
for the wedding reception. It was all very colorful! Then we 
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went into a Banya, complete with wet leafy branches bunched 
together to beat yourself gently. The effect is to intensify the 
heat you feel. The water was extremely hot, and I burned my 
left pinky finger very severely. Viktor’s assistant took me to 
a local pharmacy where I was given a pressurized container 
of some orange foam medicine. I applied on my finger and 
covered it. Several days later, there was no indication I had 
burned myself. I had expected it to blister and peel open.

We took a private ferry over the Irtysh River and drove 
to a place where people waited for us. Viktor had me put on 
heavy socks, hip waders, and a military-style jacket. We got 
into a boat and headed upstream, with me sitting in the bow. 
Viktor and his friend put out a drift net. We drifted back to where 
we got in the river, having some vodka along the way. We did 
not catch many fish. I said to Anna, “In North Dakota fishing 
with drift nets is illegal,” and she said, “It’s illegal in Russia.” 
We bought more fish from a few fishermen, and we drove to a 
two-story building Viktor was remodeling into a resort. Then, 
we went to a family camp where there were more of Viktor’s 
friends. The wife of the camp director made us fish stew, and 
we had many beers and vodka. They gave me a fish head 
to eat, which I discarded. Around midnight I told Viktor I was 
tired. I thought we were going back to his apartment, but NO, 
we were spending the night there – no toothbrush, no clean 
shorts, nothing. He showed me a room in which I could sleep.

That night, I saw my mother for the first time since she 
died in November 1972. I have never seen her in my dreams, 
nor have I seen Tom or my Dad. On this night, I had a very 
vivid dream. I looked across the yard, and I saw my mother as 
plain and clear as day. She looked like what she must have 
looked like as a young mother. I don’t think I’ve ever seen a 
color photo of her as a young mother. She was not heavy, and 
I could see she had brown/reddish hair, and she was wearing 
a blue dress with some type of pattern. She smiled and said to 
me, “I just wanted to see you again.” And then she was gone.

Viktor, Anna, and I left camp on Monday morning the 
17th at 6:10 a.m. and drove for three hours to get back to his 
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apartment. Natasha had a breakfast of silver dollar pancakes 
waiting for us. Before she left to walk to her job as a librarian, 
she washed my clothes (while I got changed and cleaned 
up). We went to visit Viktor’s business. It is a garage and 
dealership where he sells and services a brand of Russian 
Jeep. It’s a good business as governments in the area must 
only buy their trucks from him. We ate lunch at the restaurant 
in his company. Then we went back to the apartment to pack 
my bag. We made it to the train with time to spare!

I spent all day on the 18th on the train. Omsk’s scenery 
to Angarsk was of a vast plain with unfenced pastures, small 
fields and clumps of trees. It looks very much like northeast 
North Dakota. It was very relaxing! On schedule on the 19th, 
I arrived in Angarsk early in the morning. Our friend Vladimer 
Perfilyev and his wife Olga met me. They drove me to their 
apartment for an excellent breakfast. I met their fifteen-year-
old son Alexi. They, too, had a very lovely, modern apartment. 
After breakfast, we toured Angarsk – very few single-family 
homes. We visited a watch museum, and we visited Vlad’s 
company where they repair vehicles. The interpreter, Anna 
(the third Anna), told me what the guide was saying. We picked 
up Alexi from school and drove into Irkutsk, a much larger city 
east of Angarsk, to tour the city on our own. We went to a 
history museum and walked along the riverfront before we 
had lunch in a fast-food restaurant. After lunch, we visited an 
excellent art museum and walked through a city center park 
to the Eternal Flame. All cities and villages have a memorial 
to the Great Patriotic War (WWII), as 25 million Soviet people 
were killed. Back at their apartment, Vlad’s father Vladimer 
and his mother Ellen joined us for a delicious dinner of chicken, 
mashed potatoes, salad, fish, vodka, and beer! 

On Thursday the 20th, we drove to Lake Baikal, 
stopping along the way at a restaurant complete with a small 
zoo. After lunch, we went to a reconstructed Siberian village 
with an eight-sided hut. It reminded me of a Mandan Indian 
mound. We picked up Anna at her apartment in Irkutsk. When 
we arrived at Lake Baikal we checked in at a lovely hotel 
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where I was surprised to learn we would spend the night. 
Again, there was no toothbrush or clean underwear, but I 
did have a small backpack, hiking gear, and a travel towel. 
Vlad had told me to bring a swimming suit. We visited a Lake 
Baikal museum and then drove north on the lake’s west side 
to where the road ended. As we went back, Vlad asked me if 
I would like some tea. This sounded great to me. He stopped 
at a small port, and I thought he was going to find us some 
tea. When he returned, we followed him to a small ship he 
had rented that took us on a one-hour cruise and provided 
us with tea and sweets. It was all excellent! We then had an 
excellent hike. We cheated and took a ski lift to the top and 
walked down to the hotel for a marvelous dinner. I had Omul, 
the Lake Baikal fish. Then I went to bed having been provided 
with a complimentary toothbrush, toothpaste, and shampoo.

On Friday the 21st, after an excellent complimentary 
breakfast, we drove back down to Irkutsk to cross the Angara 
River flowing out of Lake Baikal. We went to a family camp 
run by Olga’s company where we had lunch and went for a 
hike. Unfortunately, the hike took us along a river stepping 
from one slippery boulder to the other. Vlad wisely ended the 
hike. It appeared to be a good hike, but unsafe. Vlad decided 
to show me the pass through which Genghis Khan led his 
army to invade Russia. It was at least a two-hour drive. Once 
we were through the pass, we were in the Buryat people’s 
land – the descendants of Genghis Kahn. It reminded me of 
North Dakota Indian Reservations. It was beautiful and set in 
incredible mountains! Vlad and I took a mineral bath shower 
in the Buryat village. On the way back to Irkutsk and Angarsk 
we stopped at a roadside restaurant to eat. We dropped Anna 
off near her apartment in Irkutsk and made it home around 
10:00 p.m. – a full day!

On Saturday the 22nd, after breakfast we went to a 
supermarket to buy snacks for the train and to a store to buy 
a bag and a fur bonnet for Susan. Each counter area in the 
store was staffed by one person who sold you the goods. 
There was no central checkout. The three of us drove out 
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into the country to a lovely Dacha belonging to their friends 
Feodor and Larisa, and we were joined by two more friends 
Sergey and Larisa. They were all nice-looking young adults. 
We had a terrific dinner complete with two bottles of cognac. 
The four of us men went into the Banya for a steam bath (the 
three women had their turn after us). As we came out to cool 
off, we each had a towel around our waist. As three of us 
were looking at the other, taking a photo, the men next to me 
dropped their towels and covered their crotch with their hands 
for a very interesting photo! It was yet another great day!

On the morning of the 23rd, Vlad and Olga drove me 
to the train station in Irkutsk. As we approached the station, 
we were signaled to pull over. Vlad told me to sit still and be 
quiet while he got out and handed the officer some money. 
On the train, I promptly met Marko and Peter from Finland. 
Peter was the CEO of a company that produces 35% of the 
world’s printing ink. The train headed east along the shore of 
Lake Baikal. It was beautiful as the leaves were in full color! 
That evening, and for the three evenings which followed, I 
had dinner in the dining car with Peter and Marko. I had an 
excellent steak with too much vodka and beer!

On the 24th, I had fried eggs for breakfast, enjoyed the 
scenery, and re-read The Virginian by Owen Wister. As I did 
not use either one of my two meal tickets the night before, 
Peter and Marko convinced the waiter that “services included” 
entitled me to six dinners.  For the next two nights, I bought 
them dinner to take advantage of my six remaining dinner 
tickets. 

On Tuesday the 25th I woke up early, rolled over, and 
slept for another two hours. When I looked out the window, 
it was another bright, sunny day, and I felt like I was in North 
Dakota without the fences or farms. After breakfast, I took a 
shower in a bathroom at one end of the car. For lunch, Peter, 
Marko, and I got off the train at a stop. We bought all kinds of 
food from the vendors for a picnic back in our room. I finished 
The Virginian.
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Two observations from my trip. First, the only fences I 
saw were those around small houses in the villages. Second, 
the countryside is open range as the cattle herds were not 
fenced in. I saw real cowboys. It was explained to me they 
lived in the villages and rode out in the morning to herd the 
cattle. At the end of the day, they would ride back to the village.

On Wednesday, September 26th, Andrey Dolibov and 
his thirteen-year-old son Nikita met me at the large station 
at the end of the line. As I previously mentioned, Nikita was 
my interpreter. Andrey took me to his home, which was very 
modern in a walled compound. His wife Enni, a self-employed 
accountant, was in San Francisco attending a seminar 
and having a vacation. His two younger sons Mark (6) and 
Savva (3), were home. Andrey’s mother came from Rostov, 
south of Moscow, on the seven-day train ride to care for her 
grandchildren. Enni was coming back home on October 1st, 
so his mother went home on the 30th, another seven days 
back home. Nikita said she was old and lived on a pension - 
she was 56.

We drove into downtown Vladivostok (tight parking, but 
Andrey knew his way around), had tea at a café, and toured 
a local history museum. Then, it was time to see some ships. 
The Captain of a Russian destroyer (I think it was a Kresta II) 
met us at the gate and escorted us to his ship. I got to tour 
the exterior of his ship. However, our guide would not take 
me to the bridge. The Captain rejoined us and took us into 
his cabin for a visit. His officer interpreter was not as good 
as Nikita, so Nikita translated. We had lunch in the Captain’s 
adjoining dining room, complete with five shots of vodka! 
The USS LASSEN (DDG-82) was in port for a visit so with 
my Captain ID card, we got a full tour of the ship. Nikita was 
impressed by a bridge sentry who was carrying an M-16. He 
was really wowed (as was I) when we came out of the mess 
decks and saw a Coca-Cola machine. Our petty officer guide 
asked Nikita if he would like a Coke. It amazed me that he had 
some sort of fob that he touched to the machine and popped 
a Coke. He told me all Navy ships no longer handled cash. 
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We toured the waterfront and viewed several exhibits. Back 
home, Andrey’s mother made dinner for us.

On the 27th, we drove Mark, in his school clothes, 
downtown for a play, while Andrey, Nikita, and I went to his 
favorite café and then walked around town in the rain, followed 
by a tour of an excellent aquarium before we returned to the 
café for lunch. He later took me to see a building he owned 
and his place of business. That evening we went to a Banya 
(my 4th in four visits). This one included dinner. In addition 
there was a deep pool in which to cool off after the Banya 
steam bath. We ordered dinner, and it was brought to us as 
we lounged in one room after the Banya.

On my last day, Friday the 29th, Andrey and Nikita 
drove me to the airport. I was rather sad to leave them at 
the security checkpoint as my incredible journey across 
Russia was coming to an end. It was a 9 ½ hour flight back to 
Moscow. I think it could have been a little shorter. Instead of 
flying across China, we first flew north until we could make a 
left turn and only fly across Russia. It was a very comfortable 
Boeing 767-300 that was almost full. I was fortunate to have 
one open seat next to me. I thought maybe they did not want 
to expose anyone to an American for nine hours. The service 
and two courses of food were excellent. We flew over Russia’s 
northern edge, including the large bay you see on the world 
maps. A driver was waiting for me and took me back to the 
same hotel. I took a bath and went to bed.

On Saturday the 29th, the driver got me to the airport on 
time. I was nervous as the traffic was extremely heavy. After a 
10 ½ hour flight to Atlanta, I stayed overnight near the airport. 
The first thing I did was call Susan. It was so good to hear 
her voice; I just wanted to cry with relief. I had successfully 
made an epic journey across Russia, traveling on the Trans-
Siberian Railroad!
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THE VERY EDGE OF EXTREME OLD AGE

In October 2019, Susan and I were in Manila in the 
Philippines, where I had the honor of representing the ABMC 
(American Battle Monuments Commission) at the dedication 
of the new Pacific Visitors Center in the Manila American 
Cemetery. The ceremony was held just after 8:00 a.m. on 
Saturday, October 19th, 2019. I was the main speaker, and I 
had the honor of cutting the ribbon. I also answered questions 
at a press conference. It was terrific! However, I did it with a 
bandage on my forehead just over my left eye. Around 3:00 
a.m. on Friday, October 18th, I could not get back to sleep as I 
was dealing with jet lag. We left Bismarck on Sunday, October 
6th, and arrived in the evening on Tuesday, October 8th. We 
lost a day on the long combination of three flights to Manila. 
To not disturb Susan, who was sleeping soundly, I went into 
the bathroom to work on some email. When I stood up about 
a half-hour later, my legs had fallen asleep, and I collapsed, 
hitting my head on the sink as I fell. I cut my forehead. The 
Manila Hotel has a nurse on staff 24/7. The on-duty nurse 
around 9:30 a.m. took me to a nearby clinic to get my cut 
stitched.

It was a clean and well-staffed clinic. Four doctors saw 
me, and I was given a Tetanus shot and a CT Scan to see if 
I had any more serious injury to my head. A surgeon did an 
excellent job of tightly closing my cut with four stitches. While 
being seen at the clinic, one of the doctors, who was older - 
but not as old as me - asked me my age. When I told him I 
was 77, he looked at me rather severely, and said, “You are 
on the very edge of extreme old age!” He was right, but not as  
accurate as compared to the average man in the Philippines.

Since my retirement, my biggest health development 
was my robotic prostate surgery at the Mayo Clinic on August 
9th, 2016. My first (and subsequently turned out - worst) 
urologist started having me take PSA (Prostate-Specific 
Antigen) tests in January 2003 when my brother Knut started 
having prostate problems. Family prostate history is a good 
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indicator of genetic predisposition to prostate cancer. I had 
a negative biopsy in 2005. I was placed on Finasteride in 
2006. This caused the blood bank to refuse any further blood 
donations from me. Over the years, I had donated 15 gallons of 
blood. I had a second biopsy in May 2013, which was positive 
for cancer in 5% of one of the 12 probes. This biopsy (done 
in his office under local anesthetic with 12 bloody gauzes left 
on the floor and no one to monitor my getting off the table) 
and subsequent conference with this urologist was the tipping 
point for me. When I asked him what I should do, he said, 
“How long do you want to live?” When I said “100,” he said, 
I’d better have surgery right away. I promptly contacted the 
Mayo Clinic and asked for an appointment with a urologist 
experienced in prostate cancer.

At the Mayo Clinic, I worked with an excellent urologist, 
Dr. Lance Mynderse, who closely monitored my ever-
increasing PSA count. He performed two biopsies in a fully 
equipped and staffed surgical room, unlike the PSA biopsy I 
had in my first urologist’s office. Such excellent care caused 
me to have tremendous confidence in the Mayo Clinic. With 
the second Mayo Clinic biopsy, it was clear I needed treatment. 
Dr. Mynderse set me up for visits with an oncologist and a 
surgeon. I visited first with the oncologist for more than an 
hour. After speaking with her, I knew chemotherapy was not 
the right choice for me. When I arrived at my meeting with the 
surgeon, Dr. Matthew Gettman, I asked him one question.  I 
said, “Have you ever done more than one of these robotic 
surgeries?” He replied, ”I have done over 2,500. I set up the 
robotic surgery program at the Mayo Clinic.” I asked him to 
get out his calendar so we could schedule the date of my 
robotic surgery. We agreed on August 9th, 2016. 

The surgery went well, and I spent the night in the 
hospital. That was the second time I had spent a night at a 
hospital — the first time being in the summer of 1953 when 
I broke my left wrist. Today, of course, they would have put 
a splint on it and sent me home. I spent one night in the 
infirmary at RPI in the fall of 1960 when I felt lousy. [No, I 
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wasn’t hungover as I was not drinking since a week before I 
graduated from high school, I swore off alcohol until my 22nd 
birthday.]

I had a catheter in place while I recovered from the 
surgery. I was told I could go home to Bismarck and then 
come back in 8 days to remove my catheter. There was no 
way I would drive over 1,000 miles round trip with a catheter 
in place. I stayed at the hotel. Susan was going to drive home 
on the 12th. The night before she left, we went for a drive. I 
was in my bathrobe as I could not get my pants to close. My 
stomach was still bloated from the surgery. I saw there was 
a SCHEELS store, and I thought it would be helpful if I could 
buy an extra-large size of drawstring sweat pants. The next 
morning, I emailed my friend Steve Scheel and asked him if he 
could get someone from his store to deliver them to my hotel, 
and I would put in it on my credit card. Steve emailed me right 
back and said he would check. He then emailed me and said, 
“The cavalry is on the way.” Someone would be at my hotel 
room in 20 minutes. A SCHEELS employee knocked at my 
door, handed me the sweat pants, and told me there was no 
charge. That was such a kind and generous thing for Steve 
to do as it freed me from my hotel room. Now I could walk 
around the Rochester skywalks with ample room in the sweat 
pants covering up my catheter. I remain grateful to Steve!

My life-long friend Mel Obedin told me having a catheter 
removed was not a lot of fun. The nurse said count to three, 
and she slipped it out on two. I soon found Depends For Men 
were indeed a blessing for men in my condition. I stayed an 
extra day or two to make sure there would be no problem. Then 
my wonderful niece, Erin Allard, drove down from Shakopee 
and took me to her home for the night. The next day she drove 
me to Bismarck. I love her dearly! With Kegel exercises and 
having gone through several Depends packages, things were 
gradually back to as normal as they could be.

We followed up with quarterly PSAs at Sanford in 
Bismarck. In 2017, my PSA crept up to 0.14 and then to 0.24. 
Those results were always sent to the Mayo Clinic. The doctors 
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were concerned with my increasing PSA. I flew to Rochester 
for a January 10th, 2018 office visit with Dr. Gettman. He told 
me when it got to 2.00,  tests could be run. When it got to 5.00, 
it should be treated. Although I liked and had confidence in Dr. 
Gettman, I decided to get another opinion. I sent an email to 
the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York City 
requesting a consultation with a urologist knowledgeable with 
post-surgery increases in PSA.

On April 24th, 2018, I met Dr. Daniel Shasha in New 
York City at the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, 
and he has been my prostate cancer doctor ever since. I 
immediately had full confidence. I told him I had been advised 
that even with my increased PSA, it could not be known if it 
was cancer without a biopsy. Having reviewed my records, 
Dr. Shasha said, ”You have cancer!” He recommended I 
receive 40 radiation treatments. I arranged to have those 
forty treatments done at the Bismarck Cancer Center. After 
those treatments, my PSA has been 0.05 every quarterly (and 
now semi-annually) test. Dr. Shasha gave me his cell phone 
number and personal email address and told me to contact 
him. He likes history, and he honors people who have served. 
He will text me every once in a while, to let me know he is 
visiting some WWII, or other military sites.

In the past ten years, I have had two additional medical/
dental procedures. I had a dental implant on the upper left 
rear side of my jaw. I also had cataract surgery on both eyes, 
performed by my Sigma Chi Brother, Charlie Volk. Both have 
been successful.

2020 marks my 21st year at the HPC (Human 
Performance Center). I try to get there to exercise Monday 
through Friday. Realistically, I get there, on average, three 
days a week for forty-eight weeks a year. I recognize I do not 
get to the HPC when I am traveling. Shortly after I joined the 
HPC in 1999, I began using a heart rate monitor every time 
I exercise. I have gone through several. I try to exercise with 
a maximum heart rate of 142 beats per minute and with a 
minimum of 120 beats per minute.
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My typical workout at the HPC starts with 20 minutes 
of cardiovascular exercise on an elliptical. It causes the least 
stress to my knees. Next, I do my two back exercises, followed 
by ten rounds of Kegel Exercises (needed due to my prostate 
surgery). Then, I use a pair of 25-pound and 20-pound barbells 
for two different strength exercises. Next I do two rounds in 
two positions on each of four machines to exercise my legs, 
back and arms. I do not try to do additional sets, although I 
have increased the weights over time. I have maxed out the 
weights on one leg strengthening machine.

The Covid-19 Pandemic found me exercising at home. 
We arrived home from Panama and Belize on March 21st, 
2020. As the HPC was closed, I started exercising Monday 
through Friday in my basement. I dusted off my Nordic Track 
and re-vitalized my old cubic style TV with a built-in videotape 
player. I bypassed the video player as I have no videos, and 
I hooked up my DVD player and watched The War by Ken 
Burns and Lynn Novick. It is still a great DVD! I continued 
watching other such series and movies during my cardio 
exercise. After doing my cardio-vascular work, I do my back 
exercises, my Kegel exercises, and strength exercises with 
handheld barbels. Every once in a while, I walk our dog Sandy, 
although Susan usually walks him as she says, “Sandy is my 
exercise machine.”

My one additional acknowledgment of my increasing 
years is that sometime in my 60s, I started regularly looking 
for a handrail whenever I would go up or downstairs. I am very 
conscious of falls being an increasing danger to people as 
they grow older. Using a handrail is a good habit for everyone. 
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THERE IS A TIME FOR EVERYTHING

I have twice read the Bible cover to cover. My Bible 
is the New International Version. I like the way it reads like 
a book, even with two columns. It does not have endless 
references and footnotes. I also like it because it has an online 
search option to find verses I remember, and passages I want 
to check. I have always liked Ecclesiastes 3:1-8. In my senior 
years, I have experienced the truth of every word. It will be 
read at my funeral as it was at Tom’s.

“  There is a time for everything, and a season for 
every activity under the heavens: a time to be born 
and a time to die, a time to plant and a time to uproot, 
a time to kill and a time to heal, a time to tear down 
and a time to build, a time to weep and a time to laugh, 
a time to mourn and a time to dance, a time to scatter 
stones and a time to gather them, a time to embrace 
and a time to refrain from embracing, a time to search 
and a time to give up, a time to keep and a time to 
throw away, a time to tear and a time to mend, a time 
to be silent and a time to speak, a time to love and a 
time to hate, a time for war and a time for peace.”

A Time to be Born and a Time to Die

My Norwegian Lutheran heritage through the Old 
Norwegian Lutheran Church up to, and including, The 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America has been central to 
my life. “A time to be born” - I was born a Lutheran; I was 
baptized a Lutheran; I was confirmed a Lutheran; I met Susan 
- the love of my life – at the Lutheran Student Center in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan; Susan and I were married in her home church 
of Good Shepherd Lutheran Church in Royal Oak, Michigan; 
through the Grace of God and Lutheran Social Services Sarah 
and Tom were placed with us in our home with Kate born to us 
ten months after Sarah came to us; Sarah, Kate and Tom were 
all baptized and confirmed as Lutherans; and my daughters 
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Sarah and Kate were married in the Lutheran Church; the 
remains of Tom were committed through the Lutheran service 
for the Burial of the Dead to rest at the North Dakota State 
Veterans Cemetery; and when my time comes my remains 
will be committed through the same Lutheran service for the 
Burial of the Dead joining Tom’s remains at the North Dakota 
State Veterans Cemetery - “A time to die.”

In Minot in the late 1950s, all the Lutheran churches held 
a combined service at the Minot City Auditorium to observe the 
Reformation. I remember the place being packed and thinking 
what a great way to share your Lutheran heritage. For the 500th 
anniversary of the Reformation in 2017, I took the lead at my 
church. My Pastor Steve Sathre agreed it was a good idea. I 
then had to ask Bishop Mark Narum. He was supportive of a 
celebration of the 500th anniversary of the Reformation. He 
said I would have to organize it and raise the money needed. 
I said I would be happy to do that. A committee was formed — 
many of the members were parishioners of Good Shepherd 
Lutheran Church. I reserved the Bismarck Events Center for 
the Sunday closest to Reformation Day, October 29th, 2017. 
About 3,500 people attended. BEK broadcast it (Burleigh, 
Emmons, Kidder – a cooperative serving these three counties 
and others with electric, internet, and video services). We had 
a large choir, and communion was served to everyone, plus 
we had coffee and cookies – it was an extraordinary event, 
just like I remembered from Minot!

Blessed With My Family

In MOMENTS I extolled the virtues of my entire 
family and the eternal blessing Susan brought into my life. 
It all continues even more so. Tom is missed forever. All 
the “times” we shared are with us still. He lived to see his 
nephew, Andrew Freeborn, born in New Your City on 1-11-11 
- January 11th, 2011. Grace, our first grandchild, was born in 
New York City on December 17th, 2008. Susan and I adore 
our grandchildren Grace and Andrew! Even though they live 
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1,400 miles away in Ridgewood, New Jersey, we try to see 
them often. We go to New Jersey serval times a year. We 
are delighted they come out to Bismarck to spend several 
weeks with us in August every year. We have taken them to 
Yellowstone National Park, where we went whitewater rafting 
with them. We also took them to Washington, DC, for the 
Veterans Day weekend. We have even gone camping with 
them several times in the Cottonwood Campground of the 
South Unit of Theodore Roosevelt National Park. They are 
great and enthusiastic campers.

One of the first things they do when they get here is 
to plan the activities they want to do every day. Grandma 
Susan takes away their iPads and any other such device and 
limits their time watching TV. It is remarkable how well they 
productively fill their time without them. Susan usually gets to 
spend 40 or 50 days a year with them, and I often go out to 
pick them up and fly them to Bismarck.

We enjoy visiting Sarah and Jim in Cedar Rapids. We 
did enjoy visiting Tom in Denver and Monterey. We enjoyed 
visiting Kate, Rob, Grace, and Andrew in New York, and now 
we enjoy seeing them in New Jersey. Where our kids live or 
have lived are all great places to visit. Each area has a wide 
array of things to do and places to see.

I mentioned the Wefald Family Reunions. We have also 
had The Benschop Family Reunions. The entire family of John 
and Irma Benschop got together on the North Shore of Oahu 
in Hawaii in August 2013 to celebrate Beryl Johnson’s 70th 
birthday. This was two weeks before Tom was killed. It was a 
special time with everyone enjoying one another and all the 
events Beryl had planned for us. We had a photo taken of the 
entire family, as well as each family. What a great keepsake of 
the last time the whole family was together! 

The entire Benschop Family got together again to 
celebrate Susan’s 70th birthday in 2017 in Custer State Park 
in South Dakota. Susan had it all well planned and executed! 
Her sister Jean Olney’s 70th birthday celebration set for Belize 
in March 2020, was postponed due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 
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We are all hopeful it will take place in Belize whenever it can 
be rescheduled.

We were in Panama with the Wefald Brothers Trip 
when Jean’s Celebration was postponed. We had already 
purchased Panama tickets to Belize for March 17th with 
return tickets to Bismarck on Delta on March 26th. With so 
many cancellations worldwide, it was impossible to call Delta 
to change our tickets to fly earlier out of Panama. On the Delta 
website, I could not change the return flight to Panama from 
Belize. I was able to move our departure date up to March 
19th. We flew to Belize as scheduled on March 17th and 
stayed at the Radisson Hotel on the beach. We had already 
paid for a room for two nights. Delta cancelled our return flight 
on the 19th and rescheduled us on the 20th. We did make it 
to Atlanta for the 20th. However, Delta canceled the rest of 
our flights and rescheduled us for the 21st. We arrived home 
safe and sound, and through it all, we had a great time in both 
Panama and Belize.

After Susan’s parents passed away, her sister, Jean 
Olney, and her husband Bob Olney, acquired the membership 
their parents had at The Lost Lake Woods Club south of 
Alpena, Michigan. They bought a house in the housing 
development. They have graciously opened their Lost Lake 
Woods Club home to the entire family. We have often been 
there for Benschop Family Mini-Reunions.

My 2nd Biggest Mistake

Several years ago, a few days before the 4th of July 
weekend, I was taking two members of the crew of USS 
NORTH DAKOTA around the western part of North Dakota 
for a namesake visit. Susan was at a meeting in the eastern 
part of the state. Her birthday is on June 30th. That day, I 
was with these two sailors in Medora where they were going 
to be introduced at the start of the Medora Musical. We were 
staying overnight in Medora. The manager of the Roughrider 
Hotel, Mike Beaudoin, was the son of long-time friends of 
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mine, Jackie and Pudge Beaudoin. Unexpectedly to me, he 
gave me a very nice suite. When we returned to the hotel from 
the musical, I saw Susan standing out on the suite’s balcony. 
We waved, and I was glad to see her. She had no problem 
talking her way into the suite. If she had not surprised me in 
Medora, I would not have been with her for her birthday. It 
would be putting it mildly to say she was NOT happy I had 
not invited her to come to Medora her for her 65th birthday. 
As I listened to her earnest admonition about forgetting her 
birthday, she said, “That was your 2nd biggest mistake!” 
Naturally, that raised the question of what was my 1st biggest 
mistake. I asked her. She replied in no uncertain terms, “You 
did not give me an engagement ring when you asked me to 
marry you!”

That was true. I never even thought about an engagement 
ring. A few days after I proposed, she said, “Where’s the ring?” 
I may have compounded the problem by saying, “What ring?” 
To which she replied. “THE ENGAGEMENT RING!!” I realized 
then I was in trouble, and we soon went together to Hudson’s 
in Downtown Detroit to pick out a lovely engagement ring 
with a beautiful sapphire. Little did I realize it would take the 
better part of more than 40 years for my 2nd biggest mistake. 
I thought that was a pretty good record with all of the things 
I had done or had not done over more than 40 years. These 
two events “bookended” my many faults in between. I think 
most guys would think this was a pretty good record. I sense 
most women would share Susan’s reactions.

A couple of weeks later, I was with my Brothers at our bi-
monthly Bismarck Area Sigma Chi Alumni Chapter luncheon. 
I asked them when they had bought an engagement ring. 
Only one Brother had a ring when he asked his Sweetheart to 
marry him. Two Brothers never did get one, as they, and their 
Sweethearts, waited for wedding rings. One Brother said he 
knew where he could get one quickly. A couple of Brothers had 
gone with their Sweethearts to buy a ring BEFORE they asked 
her to marry them (what fun is that?). Everyone else went with 
his Sweetheart to buy a ring with her after he had proposed. 
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Susan was not mollified when I shared these results with her. 
In fairness to my Brothers, all of them understood the need for 
an engagement ring. I did not even consider it. I should get a 
little credit as once she mentioned it, we did go and buy her a 
beautiful engagement ring.

Looking Back

In MOMENTS, I covered so much of my years growing 
up in Minot, my time in the Navy, my life in law and politics, 
and the best job I ever had as a judge. There are still a few 
things I have yet to share or which have developed. As far as 
Minot goes, I will cherish to my last breath the opportunity to 
grow up with what seems to have been complete freedom. I 
love to organize reunions. I organized our Minot Senior High 
School Class of 1960 55th year reunion in Minot in September 
2015. About fifty classmates attended. We had a good time 
being with one another once again. As I wrote this chapter, I 
was organizing our 60th-year reunion for September in Minot. 
With the Covid-19 Pandemic causing the cancellation of the 
State Fair and the Hostfest, I thought it would be best to hold 
a 61st-year reunion next year.

Susan has enjoyed going with me to my University of 
Michigan Law School Class of 1970 reunions. We had hoped 
to go to our 50th-year reunion in September, but that is being 
rescheduled for 2021. Susan knows quite a few of our Class 
of 1970 members as she was the Law Review secretary. My 
only high school reunion she has attended was my 10th-year 
reunion in 1970, as she feels these are more for me as my 
events. In 2015, I did go with her to her Royal Oak Kimball 
High School Class of 1965 50th year reunion in Royal Oak, 
which I very much enjoyed. I had a great time visiting with 
everyone and seeing her huge and well-equipped high school.

The Enduring Moment of My Life

Of the many moments in my life, the one that is “the” 
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enduring moment happened on a beautiful Easter Sunday 
morning. I was cleaning up after the Sunrise service at the 
Lutheran Student Center, which served the University of 
Michigan students in Ann Arbor, Michigan. When Susan, 
wearing a yellow wool suit, asked me to walk around the block 
with her. My walk with this beautiful coed turned out to be the 
start of the journey for the rest of my life. What a blessing this 
walk with Susan continues to be!

Our lives together have blessed us both and our 
family. Susan and I have enjoyed our careers, our volunteer 
opportunities, our travels together, our church, our family, our 
grandchildren, and our retirements. We continue to enjoy 
extraordinary lives together. Perhaps someday Susan will 
write her memoirs, which I will not attempt for her since she 
is an excellent writer and researcher. When and if she writes 
her memoirs, they will surely be well written, insightful, and 
informative. 

In our working careers, we both served in elected 
political offices. From 1980 to 2004 we ran ten campaigns. 
I ran for Attorney General in 1980 and 1984, the Supreme 
Court in 1992, and State District Court Judge in 1998 and 
2004. Susan ran for the Bismarck School Board in 1988 and 
1991, and the Public Service Commission in 1994, 1996 and 
2002. Being a much better politician than me, she won all five 
of her elections, while I lost two of mine. When he was writing, 
researching and updating the history of Trinity Evangelical 
Lutheran Church 1908 – 2008, Doug Wick of our church, 
wrote, “They are the only husband and wife to each win a 
statewide election.” I think that is quite an excellent distinction. 

It has been a blessing we can be retired together. She 
had a two-year head start as she retired at the end of 2008, 
and I retired at the end of 2010. She likes to tell people that 
she got the room with the fireplace in the southwest corner 
of the second floor of our home because she retired first. 
Luckily, I prefer my basement office in what was the old coal 
bin. We had it nicely finished with diagonal tongue and groove 
boards painted with a clear polyurethane finish. Susan gave 
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me a present of an electric fireplace insert, which looks like 
a blazing fire and warms my office in winter. The fireplace 
was built after the capitol building burnt down in December 
1930. It is constructed out of several large stone steps from 
the destroyed building. Thus, in my office, I have a piece of 
North Dakota’s history. 

I have always said, like most men, I married way above 
myself when I married Susan. It’s merely the truth. I was 
fortunate she agreed to marry me. Once I was visiting with 
women friends at a party, and I told them, “like most men, I 
married way above myself.” Being curious, I asked them why it 
was that most women married below themselves. Immediately 
Connie Johnsen answered, “It’s because we have no choice!” 
Luckily for me, Susan gave up what I am sure would have 
been many other good choices to marry me! 

Every day of our lives we continue together is a 
blessing! What I wrote at the end of MOMENTS is still true:

“Every day is a gift from God – that’s why every day is 
called The Present!”
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Last photo  of Tom as he jumps 
at sunset off a popular jumping 
cliff on Oahu’s North Shore

Susan and Tom in Hawaii

My last picture with Tom

Our entire family together for our photo in Hawaii
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At Tom’s grave

1st picture of our family with brand new baby Andrew
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Tom with Vice President George H.W. Bush

Tom with President George W. Bush
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Wefald Family Reunion at Concordia College, Moorhead MN

I have enjoyed singing in the tenor section of the MESSIAH for 25 years: 
I’m in the back row with white hair next to the tall man.
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USS NORTH DAKOTA being rolled out of the hangar

Wefald Brothers in Norway with the king smiling down on us
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Silver punch bowl presentation at the Chairman’s Dinner L-R 
Congressman Kevin Cramer, Governor Jack Dalrymple, Bill Butcher, 

CAPT Doug Gordon, Bob Wefald, Kelvin Hullet

My livelong friend Rev Bob Polk, 
who I met when he was our leader 

at the YMCA in Minot. He gave 
the invocation at the USSND 

Chairman’s Dinner

My XO Rear Admiral C.E. Hi 
Gurney (Ret) and me
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Keel Laying cermony for USNS CITY OF BISMARCK with my initials 
being welded on to a metal plate

Plaque with my initials mounted in our ship
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At the 2016 National Republican Convention

Awarded Office of the Secretary 
of Defense Medal for Exceptional 
Public Service for six years as ND 

ESGR State Chair

With American Battle Monuments 
Commission at 75th Anniversary 

of D-Day in France
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With Grace, Andrew and Sandy 2020

In San Diego 2015 At Hubbard Lake in Michigan, 
August 2019 for our 50th 

Anniversary
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Charley, Mel, me and Steve with our dates for the 1960 Prom 
L to R: Ralph Charley & Linda Fugelso, Mel Obedin & Mary Keating,  

me & Charlo Peterson, Steve Stevenson & Diane Barsness

This is a colorized version of our 1960 prom photo used 
in MOMENTS

Bud Wigen is on my right, and Tom Smith is on my left. We are at Tom’s 
house the morning after the 1980 election.

The Joy of Victory!
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OUR MOMENTS CONTINUE TO ROLL ALONG……

In August 2020 we drove to Logan Pass from the west 
side of Glacier National Park to take this hike to the Hidden 
Lake Overlook. We are both looking forward toward more 
hikes as we keep travelling.

All pictures are used by permission or from an open Internet source.








